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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER
In Wisconsin and elsewhere. A general
discussion of the question, "What May
We Expect from Our Legislature for

THE EXCURSION
A

Big

Crowd 'Will

Yisit

ROBBEDJSTATE

Woman Suffrage," was the feature of
Dr. Julia Holmes
Smith, of Chicago, is scheduled to ad- Wife
dress the gathering this evening.

the afternoon session.

Las

of Lottery King

Escapes

Vegas.

Judgment.
Firemen's Association.
Detroit. Mich., Sept. 11. Nearly 100
delegates to the National Fireman's
WILLIAM STRATTON FATALLY ILL association were present at the first MARCONI'S
TELEGRAPH
SYSTEM.
session here today. One of the chief
oljects of the convention will be to
devise means to separate politics from
People's Alliance of Pennsylvania the
"Boss" Shepherd Seriouly III at
management of fire departments.
Batopilas, Mexico.
Want Conpulsory Arbitration,
To Extend Its Line.
Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 11. The
i
Kau Claire, Chippewa Falls. & NorthBOER GENERALS VISIT AMSTERDAM.
'DENVER CONGRESSIONAL NOMINEE.
western, owned by the Northwestern
railroad, has decided to extend Its line
from the present terminus at Little
New Orleans, Sept. 11. The grand
"The excursion to Las Vegas." said Falls., Wis., eastward to a connection
an enthusiast this morning, "will con- with the Wisconsin Central near Med-for- jury has returned an Indictment
stitute several hundred Albuquerque
The extension will Involve about against Mrs. Rosa La Branche Dau
phin, widow of Maxtmillian Dauphin,
citizens, and the good people of the forty miles of new construction.
for many years president of the LouisMeadow town will turn out en masse
District Attorney Removed.
iana state lottery. She is accused of
to welcome the visitors."
Washington, Sept. 11. The presi stealing from his estate $312,000 in seAgent Myers, of the local railroad
office, has Instructions to get every- dent removed William Vaughan, Unit curities and $40,000 in cash. The court
thing in readiness so the excursion ed States district attorney of the awarded Judgment against Mrs. Dau
train can pull away from the local northern district of Alabama, for neg phin for $388.0C6, the entire amount
with interest. Her home here was
depot at 6 o'clock Sunday morning, and lect of duty.
the division superintendent has wired The president has appointed John P. seized, only to find that she had reAgent Myers that there will be plenty De Bolt, Judge at Honolulu, vice Abra moved everything and fled.
of cars, thus assuring seating capacity ham S. Humphries, resigned. De Bolt
Marconi's Messages.
for all who wTTl avail themselves of is a prominent member of the HonoSept. 11. Marconi, in an in
Rome,
bar.
lulu
this cheap opportunity to visit one of
terview, declares that he has completethe good towns north of the metropFound Lost Boy.
ly solved the problem of sending wireolis.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 11. A spe- less messages more than 1,500 miles
$3,
only
and cial to the Star from Liberty, Mo.,
Fare for the round trip
and is confident that communication
The Citizen would advise the people says: "Will Wymer, the
to get their tickets tomorrow. They boy who disappeared from his home between- - Europe and America will be
can be obtained at tie drug store of at Elkton, Colo., six weeks ago, has established in the Immediate future.
J. H. O'Rielly & Co., The Citizen and been found at Genoa, Neb., where he
"Boss" Shepherd Sick.
Journal-Democra- t
printing offices, otn-- r was being cared for by a lady who saw
Washington,
Sept. 11. Private tele
places, and from fair officials.
the notice of his disappearance In a
The Italian brass band will accom- newspaper. His mother came from grams announce that Alexander R.
Shepherd, vice president of the board
pany the excursionists from this city
Colorado and took him back home. The of public works of the District of Coto Las Vegas.
Wymer family formerly lived here.
lumbia during the territorial governDivision Superintendent Fox promment of the district in 1871, and two
ises all visitors at Las Vegas next
Big Meeting of Liquor Men.
years later governor of the district, is
Sunday a free ride to the famous nearUt'.tfa, N. V., Sept; 11. The annnal
very seriously ill with intestinal
ly hot springs.
convention of the New York State
at his home in Batopilas, MexLiquor Dealers' asso- trouble
Wine,
Beer
and
- '
Stratton Fatally III.
ciation, which began in Utica today, ico.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 11.
is the largest gathering ever held by
Boer Generals.
W. S. Stratton held his own last night the association. Nearly 1,000 delegates
Sept. 11. The Boer
Amsterdam.
and took some nourishment today. Dr. are in attendance, the delegation from
Rice announces that the patient Is Greater New York numbering more generals, Botha, DeWet and Delarey,
suffering from sugar diabetes, which than 250. The officers' reports show arrived here today from The Hague
means that the end Is but a matter of a prosperous year for the association. and were given a hearty welcome. Replying to an address. General Delarey
time. Stratton has been suffering from Forty-silocal associations were form- said they did not come here in the
this disease for five months.
ed during the last twelve months and character of political personages, but
the general membership has largely in- solely to obtain assistance for destiCONPULSORY ARBITRATION. creased.
Discussion of legislative tute Boer families.
measures and other matters affecting
People's Alliance Favor Practical Way the liquor interests will occupy the
Dividend Declared.
to Settle Strikes.
greater part of the two days' sessions.
New York, Sept. 11. Directors of
Harrisburg, Pa., Sept. 11. The conthe Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
ference committee of the people's alrailroad today declared a
OFFICIAL
MATTERS.
liance, appointed at their convention
dividend of 3V4 per cent and an extra
at Hazleton last Thursday, appeared
of 1 per cent. The last
dividend of
before Governor Stone this afternoon
l
one of 3
was a
dividend
and submitted a plan for effecting a Notary Public Appointed-Territo- rial
per cent.
settlement of the anthracite coal
Funds-Bo- ard
ot Equalization.
strike. Their plan consists of calling
Canadian Premiers Coming Home.
an extra session of the legislature to
London, Sept. 11. Messrs. Fielding,
enact laws for compulsory arbitration
Borden and Patterson, the Canadian
IRRIGATION COMMISSION.
better control of foreign corporations
premiers in attendance on the coronadoing business In Pennsylvania and en
tion sailed from Liverpool for Montreal
forcing the sixteenth and seventeenth
today on the Allan liner Tunisian.
Governor Otero has appointed R. H
articles of the constitution.
Berry, of Socorro, Socorro county, a
Police Court.
Republican Nominee.
notary public.
was
a short session in Judge
There
Denver, Sept 11. R. W. Bonynge
Crawford's court this morning, and a
Territorial Funds.
was nominatea tor congress by accla
dollars were taken In.
mation in the First district republican
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn few
Doe" and "Jim Crow" paid $5
"John
convention after Frank Tesct with has received from Solomon Luna, col
each for being drunk and disorderly.
drew from the race after the vote of lector of Valencia county, $549.50,taxes
A. C. Dudley, a paper hanger, took
Arapahoe county was given for Bon-jng- for 1901.
on a few jags last night and abused
bis wife to his sorrow, for it cost him
Board of Equalization.
The territorial board of equalization $10.
TEXAS REPUBLICANS.
No dog tax dodgers were arrested.
is meeting every day ot this week at
10
capitol
in
the
o'clock
territorial
at
Lone Star State Endorses Roosevelt
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
the forenoon and 2 o'clock In the afterfor President in 1904.
noon.
Mayor Charlqs F. Myers left for SilFort Worth. Texas, Sept. 11. The
ver City last night. He expects to restate republican convention today apCommission of Irrigation.
pointed a committee on resolutions
The territorial commission of irriga- turn in a couple of days.
Pupils continue to pour into the city
with C. W. Ogden. of San Antonio, tion met yesterday afternoon at the
The enrollment is
chairman,
and indorsed President office of the secretary, George W. public schools.
Roosevelt In strong terms for renom-inatio- Knaebel. in Santa Fe, with the follow- larger than ever before in the history
in 1904 and listened to speeches ing members present:
President, G. of Albuquerque.
The Instructors of the local Indian
The convention accepted the commit- A. Richardson, of Roswell; secretary,
tees report on permanent organization, George W. Knaebel, Santa Fe; Frank schools are busy today enrolling twenmaking E. H. R. Green, of Terrell, per- Springer, Las Vegas, and K. A. Miera, ty 1kV8 and girls, who arrived last
manent chairman, and L. S. Simmons, Cuba. Several applications for terri- night from Laguna.
Prof, and Mrs. W. A. Preston were
Committee on torial lands were heard by the comof Martin, secretary.
made happy yesterday morning by the
resolutions lias nearly a hundred reso- mission.
arrival of a baly loy. All concerned
it and a report Is not
lutions
Woman Will Hang Him.
are reported doing nicely.
likely before night. G. W. Burke will
Savannah, Ga., Sept. 11. .Mrs. Ella
Simon Neustaut, the popular genbe presented by Green's friends for
governor. They also started a boom Hall, oT Adel, declares she will spring eral merchant and postmaster of Los
for Green for national committeeman the death trap tomorrow, when Boisy Lull as, was here on business yesterto succeed Hawley. State Chairman Bryant, a negro, is hanged. Bryant day. He returned south last night.
MIsss Helen W. Ball, a teacher in
Lyon, who recently made a trip to killed her father, W. A. Hayes, town
arrest for the Haskell institute at Lawrence,
Washington, secured the endorsement marshal of Adel, in resit-tinby the convention of Roosevelt, for gambling. .Mrs. Hall wrote to Sheriff Kan., arfived from Laguna last night
Swindle, of Berrien county, asking to and wT.l be the guest of Attorney and
president in 1101.
be allowed to spring the death trap, Mrs. M. E. HicRey, for a few days.
Equal Suffrage.
Dr. W. D. Radcliffe and Charles
lie consented. Mrs. Hall is a widow
Madison. Wis.. Sept. 11. When the 25 years old and weighs 180 pounds. Rankin, prominent people of Helen,
Wisconsin Woman's Suffrage associa- Her appearance is that of a woman of were Albuquerque visitors yesterday
tion began the business sessions of iesolution, and she declares she has ami returned to the anticipated railits annual state convention this morn- enough of it to enable her to carry out road center last nigiil. They were accompanied by Mrs. Rankin and daughing there was a larger attendance of her purpose.
ter, who arrived from the east on pasdelegates and visitors than at the forCentral German M. E. Conference.
senger train No. 1. The young lady
mal opening yesterday. Religious exPittsburg, Pa., Sept. 11 The Central la a newcomer to Helen.
ercises conducted by the Rev. Florence
Buck, of Kenosha, opened the session. German Conference of the M.K. church
Nat Goodwin to Have New Play.
The remainder of the forenoon was began here today, Bishop Fitzgerald
Londo" "".. 11. Amoug the pasappointments
annual
presiding.
The
reports
and
committee
up
with
taken
sengers
from Southampton to.other routine matters showing the pro- will not be announced until later In the day on ti
Wilhelm der Grosse
er
week.
movement
suffrage
equal
gress of the
x

semi-annu-

semi-annua-

n

are Nat Goodwin and Maxine Elliott.
Mrs. Madeline Lucette Ryley, the author of the Goodwin play for next season. "The Altar of Friendship," accompanies them to America, and will personally aid in the production of the
piece, which is to have its initial performance In Boston week after next.
Temperance Advocate Dead.
Cambridge, Mass., Sept. 11. The
Rev. Thomas Scully, well known
throughout the country as a temperance advocate, died here today.

Sister Sebastian, of the St. Joseph's
sanitarium, announces that Mrs.
Charles Wincheck drew the lucky
number, n, that took the lovely doll,
which was raffled off to furnish funds
to buy a sewing machine for the sanitarium.
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CHICAGO BOOMERS

They Will Tour the Southern
Missouri Photographers.
Pertle Springs. Mo., Sept. 11. The
States.
Missouri State Photographers associa
the Isthmus.
tion is holding here the best attended
meeting in its history. Leading photographers
from most of the large 1. 0. 0. F. GRAND LODGE MEET1XS.
BAY STATE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARIES cities and towns of the state were present at the formal opening today. A
choice exhibit of artistic photographs Another
St. Louis Boodler Alderman
Utah Republicans Endorse Course of Intended to illustrate the highest development of the art Is being held in
Under Arrest.
conjunction with the gathering.
President Roosevelt.

Washington,
Sept. 11. Secretary
New York Metal.
Moody has telegraphed to the commanNew York. Sept. 11. Lead $4.12. ders of the battleship Wisconsin, now
Copper Dull; $11.87H$12.12.
at Bremerton, and the cruiser Cincinnati, at Cape Haytlen, directing them
St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Sept. 11. Wool Lower, to proceed as soon as possible to the
reeasier. Territory and western medium Itthmus of Panama, the Wisconsin
inforcing the Ranger at Panama and
fine,
coarse,
1617;
1216;
12014.
the Cincinnati taking station at Colon.
The alarming situation which baa arisNew York Money.
New York, Sept. 11 Money on call en on the Isthmus has prompted the
per cent; prime mercan- officials to take more extensive measfirm at
tile paper, 5
ures to increase the naval represenSilver, 61",,.
tation of the United States In that section.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Massachusetts Democrats.
Boston, Sept. 11. Belated returns
Grand Lodge to Convene at Santa from last night's democratio primaries
throughout the slate Indicate that Col.
Wm. A. Gaston defeated Charles HamFe on September 17
lin, formerly assistant secretary of the
treasury. In the contest for the gubernatorial nomination by a substantial
LIST OF COMMITTEES.
vote.
C. E. Perry, of East 1m Vegas
grand keeper of records and seal of
the Knights of Pythias grand lodge of
the territory, has issued the following
important communication to members
or the order in New .Joxlco.
East Las Vegas, Sept. 6, 1902,
To the Officers and Members of the
Grand Lodge, Knights of Pythias, of
New Mexico:
Brethren: The nineteenth annual
convention of the grand lodge, Knights
of Pythias of New Mexico, will con
vene in Santa Fe, Wednesday, Septem
ber 17, 1902, Pythian period XXXIX, at
10 o'clock In the morning. The mem
ersliip of Santa Fe lodge No. 2. will
establish headquarters In the Claire
hotel, where a $2 rate per day has been
secured for our membership. The railroad companies will sell round trip tic
kets, good returning September 22, for
one and one-fiftfare, on the certifi
cate plan.
I have not received the grand repre
sentatives' credentials from lodges No
C, 9. 11, 19 and 24.
Past chancellors'
certificates are due from lodges No. j,
9, 17, 18 and 19.
The grand chancellor has appointed
the following members to serve on the
respective committees as listed below:
Law and Supervision Charles F,
Easley. P. S. R., chairman ;B. F. Ad
ams, G. V. C. ; Gub J. Johnson, G. R.;
W. W. Risdon. G. M. of E.
Finance E. L. Browne, S. R., chair
man; William M. Berger, P. G. C; J
T. Williams, G. R.
Credentials M. W. Browne. P. S. R.,
chairman; O. G. Schaefer, G. R.; Thos.
Murphy, G. R.; Thomas H. Walsh, G.
R.; Joseph Harrison, G. R.
Mileage and Per Diem W. F.
,
S. R., chairman; H. H.
G. R.; John T. Bolton, G. R.
State of the Order J. J. Leeson, P.
G. C, chairman; John K. Stauffer. G.
R.; John A. Haley. G. R.; George Richardson, G. R.; Clarence Ullery, G. R.
Necrology G. N. Petty, G. R., chair
man; Peter Joachin. (1. R.; Ira Sanger,
G. R.; George H. Fall. G. R.; A. J.
Nisbett, G. It.
Endowment
Rank C. C. Clark,
P. G. C, chairman; Joseph Kuhn, G.
R. ; Frank Wright. G. R.: H. L. Fenton,
G. R.: C. A. Dagget. G. K.
Ran- k- II. Kuppe. G. JL,
Filiform
chairman; G. J. Kamnierer, G. R.; L.
H. Mullielsen, G. It. ; 1'hos. Dime, O.
R.; Con Whined. G. it.
Printing C. E. Perry. G. K. R. S.,
chairman; J. 11. Lightfoot. G. R; Frank
Heffcrly. G. R.; K. W. Clapp, G. M. at
A.; Julius Uhlfclder. ('.. O. C.
Distribution E. 1.. llurtloit. P S. R..
chairman; W II. Hill. G. R.; H. M.
lilackwell. G. It.
Warrants and Charters Robert
p. G.
chairman; David M.
White. G. R.; Anton Mayer, G. M.; I).
E. Phillips, G. It.; W. 11. Jackson. G. R.
Appeals and Grievances W. H.
Mayne, chairman; John M. Webster, G.
G.
R. ; John Shard, G. R. : J. H.
R.; L. A. Carr, G. K.

siding officer and those in attendance
Include mayors and other officials of
the chief cities of the province. The
subject of assessment is the principal
matter up for discussion.

Warships Have Been Ordered to

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.

77
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UTAH

REPUBLICANS.

They Endorse Administration of President Roosevelt In State Con'
vention.
Ogden, Utah, Sept It. The republican convention called to nominate
candidates for congress and justice of
the supreme court was called to order
this morning by Chairman Parley
Christiansen, of the republican state
committee.
Chairman Christiansen introduced
John D. Murphy, of Ogden, as temporary chairman, who delivered an adHis reference to President
dress.
Roosevelt brought the convention to
Its feet cheering wildly.
"The man on horseback who now
the presidential chair at Washington," said Chairman Murphy, "has
in truth captured the hearts of the
American people." He appealed for
harmony.
Chaplain Commits Suicide.
Washington. Sept. 11 The secretary
of the navy received a telegram today
from Rear Admiral Johnson, com
manding the Boston navy yard, saying
that Chaplain Wm. F. Morrison had
committed suicide by shooting himself
at the naval hospital at Chelsea. Morrison was recently attached to the
cruiser Olympla. He held the rank of
commander.

''

THE PRODIGAL
The Drummer Preacher Talks to Rail,
road Men at the Local Shops.
Rev. Williams, the evangelist, dis
coursed upon the subject of "The Prod
igal" at the Highland Methodist church
last night to a thoroughly sympathetic
and appreciative audience. The old
truths of the wandering boy and girl
were made new by the speakers meth
od of treatment, and the way back to
Jordan, prosperity and all that home
means was made so1 plain that the
simplest mind presont could under
stand. Out In this country are many
prodigals, away from home influences
and restraints; what they learned at
mother's knee has been cast aside,
father's wise counsel has gone unheeded, and the old people would go down
to the grave in sorrow if they knew
the lives sons and daughters are now
living.
The preacher made a strong appeal
to his hearers to forsake forbidden
paths and step boldly Into the path of
duty the path to glory and to God.
It takes something more than good resolutions for the prodigal to return
home it takes action. "Let the w icked forsake his way and the unrighteous man his thoughts and let him
return unto the Lord, who will have
mercy upon him and to our God who
will abundantly pardon."
The subject tonight will be "The Indicted criminal and his counsel."
Everybody welcome.
Mr. Williams will hold a short service at the shops at 12:30 each noon
l.pur this week.

P. S. R.. chairman; H. B. ConMunicipal Convention.
nelly, G. R.; Jackson A gee, G. R.; A.
Broekville. Out.. Sept. 11. The On-ta- r
L. Cumming:;. G. It ; A. R. O'Quinn,
o Municipal convention began its
G. R.
I.. B. Reynold.". anu.ial session heie todav and w illoon-- t
Unfinished Busim
J. Rey- trough tomorrow.
G. H., chairman; William Blackburn,
pre- ;.
Is
the
Broekville,
ot
G.
R.
C,
Hutchinson,
G. R.; J. F.
i

li

Light Orange Crop.
Jacksonville, Fla., Sept. 11 Reliable
reports from all sections of the state
Indicate that Florida's orange crop this
fall will be less than 800.000 boxes,
some estimates putting it as low as
600,000 boxes. Fruit has been dropping
badly on account of dry weather, and
only groves that were irrigated show a
good crop. On account of the light
crop the prices are expected to go
higher this year than last when they
ranged from $1 to $1.50.

i

BATTLESHIP

IOWA RUNS ASHORE.

Chicago, Sept. 11. Plans are being
perfected here for a tour of investigation by prominent business men of
Chicago through the states of Texas,
Mississippi and Louisiana with a view-tinvesting Chicago capital In undeveloped resources.
Invitations have
been extended by the governors of the
W. C. Moore,
three commonwealths.
of Houston, Texas, chairman of the re- -'
ceptlon committee for Texas, It now
in this city arranging details for the
tnp which will begin November 4.
Among those in the party will be J. O.
Shedd, James Heckels, D. R. Forgan.
C. L. Hutchinson, Byron Smith, H. H.
Bartlett, B. A. Eckhart. Rollln Keyea.
Graem Steward, J. H. Sales, J. V. Far- well, J. V. Scott, Paul Morton, J. H.
Harnahan and J. C. Stubbs.

South Dakota W. C. T. U.
Mitchell. S. D., Sept. 11. A large attendance and unbounded enthusiasm
characterized the opening proceedings
today of the annual convention of the
South Dakota Woman's Christian Temperance union. The annual report of
the president, Mrs. Luella Ramsey, of
Woonsocket, and the reports of the
other officers show the orxantzatlon to
have made a gratifying Increase in
membership since the last convention.
THE ODD FELLOWS.
The convention proceedings will continue through the remainder of the Dea Moinee Will Welcome the Grand
Lodge of the Order.
week.
Iowa, Sept. 11. Mem
Des
Moines,
Will Oppose Henderson.
Dubuque, Iowa, Sept. 11. The demo- bers of the Independent Order of Odd
Fellows throughout the country are
cratic congressional convention of the looking
forward with pleaaureable antoday
Third district is in session here
ticipation to the meeting of the sover
and unless all signs go astray E. L. eign
grand lodge of the order to be
Horace
Boles, son of
Boies, will be named to make the race held here next week. The sovereign
lodge Is the supreme legislative
against Speaker Henderson. The nom- grand
ination will be In accordance with the tody of the order and haa jurisdiction
plea sent out from the headquarters ol not only over the branches.ln America,
the democratic congressional commit- but over the order throughout Europe,
tee to nominate candidates of promi- Australia and other parts of the world.,
Des Moines has prepared elaborate
nence and prestige. The party leaders
are of the opinion that Mr. Boies will plans for the reception and entertain
be able to give Speaker Henderson a ment of the visitors. Indication point
hard fight. He is a graduate of Cor- to a record breaking attendance. It
nell college, in this state, where Sec- will probably be the largest gathering;
retary Shaw graduated. His home is the capital city of Iowa has ever enIn Waterloo, where he has practiced tertained, but the tnorougn manner in
law since 1883, and is recognized as which the arrangements committee
gone about its work assures to
the leader of the bar in northern Iowa. has
every visitor a place to sleep, plenty
to eat and ample entertainment.
SANTA FE COURT.
Though the grand lodge sessions will
not commence until Monday the advance guard of delegates and visitors
Is expected to put in an appearance to
Sold Liquor morrow. Saturday the grand repreSena Law Case-Ma- rtin
sentatives and other distinguished vis
to Indians and Gets a Sentence.
itors will be taken for a ride to points
of interest in and about thi city. Sun
day the delegates will attend services
VIOLATOR
OF POSTAL LAWS.
at Plymouth Congregationil church.
where the annual sermon v
be
preached by Rev. F. J. Van f
In the case of the United States vs.
Mariano F. Sena, the prosecution closBOODLER ARRESTt.
ed Tuesday afternoon, but before the
arguments began the prosecution de- Another of the Thieving St. Louis Al
cided to call another witness, which
dermen Captured.
was done and the testimony taken and
St. Louis, Sept. 11. William Tam- the arguments to the Jury were In pro blyn, former member pf the house of
gress vesterday.
delegates, indicted for bribery in conIn tho case of he United States vs. nection with the pasting of the city
Joseph Martin, indicted for unlawfully lighting bill In 1899, was brought back
selling liquors to Indians, the defend today from Cleveland, where he "bad
ant pleaded guilty and was fined $100 been for two years, file is one of the
and costs, a total of $536, and sentenc- members of the alleged combine that
ed to six months in the penitentiary;
J. K. Murrell laid bare in his confesthis sentence was suspended provided sion to the grand jury after his return
there was good behavior on the part of from Mexico. The grand Jury today
the defendant during this time, and took up consideration of the lighting
with the understanding that he close scandal of the last municipal assemhis saloon within ninety days.
bly. Twelve members of the council
In the case of the United States vs. that passed that measure were sumFrancisco Archuleta, indicted for vio moned to testify.
lation of the postal laws, the defendant
Battleship Ashore.
pleaded guilty. On recommendation of
Rio Janeiro. Sept. 11. The United
the United States attorney for mercy,
the defendant was fined $1 and costs States battleship Iowa has gone ashore
a total of $83.25, anil sentenced to one on the island of Santa Catharlna, and
day Imprisonment in tho United States a Brazilian warship has been sent to
jail.
her assistance. The Iowa is comamnd-e- d
by Captain Thomas Perry,
In the case of the United States vs.
Simon Vigil. Indicted for unlawful
Academy's Fiftieth Birthday,
trespassing on the Pecos forest reLancaster. Pa., Sept. 11. The semiserve, defendant pleaded guilty aud
centennial of the founding of the fawas fined $1 and costs.
The First National bank at Las Ve- mous Chestnut Level academy was
gas has brought suit against Pedro celebrated today with appropriate
Faculty, students, alumni and
.Marcus, ot al, to recover Judgment in
the sum of $23D. amount alleged to be friends of the academy participated In
due on a promissory note. This suit the program, which consisted for the
was filed in the Fourth judicial district most part of papers and addresses reviewing the history and growth of the
i ourt.
A suit has been filed In the district institution.
court for Rio Arriba county by Edwin
Enormous Iron Shipments.
It. Henry against the Monero Coal
Duluth. Minn., Sept. 11. Iron ore
company in assumpsit to recover the
sum of $1,800 and interest duo on a shipments from Minnesota for the seapromissory note, from defendant to son to September 1 show the enormous
plaintiff and to foreclose a mortgage on rain of 3,011.549 gross tons over shipthe property given in security of the ments up to the same date last year.
There is every prospect that the rect&id note.
The territorial criminal and civil ord for the state will be upward of
dockets wore called this morning at 9 lLOou.GoO tons tor the season, aa compared with 10,709,376 tons in 1901.
o'clock by Judge McFie.
,
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GOLD DUST twins do

The Favorites in Dress Goods

Drug$,cnenlcai$,Ph!i$icla$$cppile$jru$scs

GOLD DUST

El Taso has failed to get the Pitts
burg champions for the base ball tourin this
Associated Press afternoon dispatches nament at the territorial fair
Largest City snd County Circulation city, but that enterprising city has seThe Largest New Mexico Circulation cured a picked team from the national
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation leagues that will be hard to beat.
Copies of this paper may be found
At least 500 people from tills city
ob file at asnlDgton In the officeBig-S-of should go on the excursion to Las Veour special correspondent, E..Q.
This will probably
918 F street, N. W., Washington, gas next Sunday.
be the last big and cheap excursion out
DC
of this city this year, and everybody
New Mexico demands Statehood should take advantage of the low rate
Congress.
and enjoy the outing.
from the
Fifty-Sevent- h

Tsrms of Subscription:
W DO
I tally, by mall, on. year
I 00
Daily, by mall, fix month
Daily, by mall, three motuns. ....... 1 60
60
uy
one
mall,
month
Dally,
76
Dally, by carrier, one month
1
year
00
per
Weekly, by mall,
delivered
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be
SO
per
centa
In the Ciy at the low rate of
weak, or for 5 cents per month, when
paid monthly. Tl ae rates are leea than
those of any other dally paper In the
territory.
COUNTY

REPUBLICAN
TION,

.

The New Mexican has made a valua
ble addition to its editorial force In the
person of F. H. McElroy, who for sev
eral months was connected with The
Citizen. Mr. McElroy Is an excellent
writer and will have charge of the
local page of the New Mexican.
The sham battle idea seems to pos
sess all the nations of the world. The
United States has just concluded a
series of captures along the Atlantic

CONVEN-

coast, and now Germany will indulge
in a series .of sham battles in which
90,000 men will be engaged. There is
one advantage about these conflicts,
and that is they do not kill anybody.

In accordance with a resolution of
the Bernalillo county republican central committee, adopted at a meeting
held in Albuquerque on the 1st day of
September, 1902, a convention of republicans of the county of Bernalillo is
hereby called to meet at the court
house In the city of Albuquerque on
the 12th day of September, A. D. 1902,
at 10 o'clock a. m., for the purpose of
nominating delegates to the territorial republican convention, which will
be held it the city of Raton on the
10th day of October, 1902, for the pur
pose of nominating a candidate for
congress
delegate to the
of the United States.
Chairmen and secretaries of the pre
cinct primaries are directed to forward
to the chairmen of the republican central committee of Bernalillo county immediately after holding their respect
ive meetings a true list of the dele
gates elected, signed by the chairman
and secretary of the meeting.
Contests, if any, must be filed with
this committee not later than 8 in the
morning of the day of holding the con
ventlon that this committee may re
port the same to the convention.
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
Chairman.
NESTOR MONTOYA, Secretary.
Fifty-eight-

A man in Birmingham, N. Y., has in
vented a process of compressing whisky into tablets. If his Invention Is all
that he represents It to be the bibulous
sinner will be able to carry enoug'.i
corn juice In his vest pocket to produce
a substantial jag. This Is a wicked and
thirsty old world and the Binghampton
man's invention will not make it any
On the contrary, there Is
better.
ground for the belief that when liquor
can be carried around in a pill box the
millennium will be indefinitely

h

AVERAGE AGE.
By making an analysis of the median
age of the population, that is, an age
f
of the population
that shows
above it and the other half below (t,
one-hal-

which Is considered a more reliable
test than the average age, the census
bureau has reached the conclusion that
the length of life In this country Is Increasing. In 1890 the median age In
the United States was 21.9; in 1900.
22.8 years. Since 1810, the median age
has increased among the white popula
tlegate to Congress
tion 7.4 years. This lengthening of
1. S. RODEY.
human life is undoubtedly due to im
proved dlety and sanitary conditions
Th
?aa Record predicts a big not only In the great cities but also In
tory in San Miguel coun suburban communities.
repub
r.
tXini. "
IRRIGATION
CONGRESS.
9 plenty of time to dis
Ther
national Irrigation conThe
tenth
Ions of a state constltu gress will
cuss tb
be held at Colorado Springs
tlon af
admission bill has pass- - October 6 to 9. An official call has been
d con
sent out by the officers of the congress
to all those who are interested in the
s
two republicans to work of reclaiming the arid lands of
bigger majorities than us the western states. This meeting, be.
sam "rift was noted in Ore. cause of the recent action of congress
w
gon tb.
in passing the national irrigation act,
will be the most important ever held
There a
ne democrat in the by the congress. An entire day will be
.
Maine stat
It is always well given to the discussion of the national
nd active minority act, Its operations and possibilities.
to have a i
Several of the leading irrigation ex
ody.
in any legit
pert s and business men of the country
se of the attitude have promised to be in attendance
If the trust
t, want to get in and take part in the discussion.
of President 1
The new law provides that the pro.
Ir own, let them
to a new part)
from the sale of public lands in
ceeds
ly
go ahead. In
fight
-defined
between the trusts and the people sixteen of the western states shall
the reclama
there would be no gambling on the re- hereafter be devoted toOther
matters
lands.
arid
of
tion
the
sult.
of Importance will also be taken up
association
For the flrBt time In the history of The American Forestry
will meet with the irrigation congress
the world, a ruler of a nation has and
the subject of forestry will be giv
become an honorary member of a laproper
attention. A matter which
en
bor organization. This took place at
neglect
Chattanooga recently, when President the officers say has been sadly colonizaconventions is
Roosevelt accepted honorary member- ed by western subjec
t will be taken up
ship in the Brotherhood of Locomotive tion, and this
vigorously handled. The call ends
and
Firemen.
with an appeal for' harmony in the difthrough unity of
Uncle Sam may be forced to inter- ferent Btates, as only
vene in Cuba in the interests of good action can the be6t resultB be obtain
government and the protection of life ed.
Governors of states are called upon
and liberty unless there is a decided
change in the (uudition of affairs ex- to appoint twenty delegates each to
isting in the Island. Forty bands of attend the congress, mayors of cities
c
highwaymen are roaming about rural are to appoint two, and in ities of over
are
Cuba kidnaping and holding for ran-Bo- 25,ini inhabitants four delegates
those who are able to pay. Ad- to be appointed. County commissioncommerce, commervices received Indicate that every prov-luc- ers, chambers of
irriof Cuba has its band of high- cial clubs, real ebtate exchanges, socle-tiewaymen, who defy law, spread terror gation organizations, engineers'
live stock associations, irrigathrough he rural districts, and encompanies
and agricultural coltion
danger life and liberty.
leges are to send two delegates each.
Coal mining is a hazardous occuFortune Favors a Texan.
pation. Those who follow this
nuirht In he nald well better
"Having distressing pains in head,
paid, as a general proposition, than back and stomach, and being without
tiiey are paid under existing scales of appetite. I began to use Dr. King's New
wages. There are few persons who Life Pills." writes W. P. Whitehead,
would not be glad to se a consider- of Kennedale, Tex., "and soon felt like
able advance in wages among the a new man." Infallible In stomach and
miners of the anthracite region oi liver troubles. Only 25c at all drug
Pennsylvania, where a strike has been stores.
i
o
nmrnu for about seventeen weeks,
Subscribe :or The Dally Citlien.
with, no Immediate prospect that It
cit-ct-

e

TEXAS REPUBLICANS.

Made only by

Chicago,

COMPANY

FAIRBANKS

Boa ton,
of FAIRT SOAP.

Hew York,

taken

A Showing of all

TOMORROW MORNING WE PLACE BEFORE OUR PATRON8 FOR CRITICAL IN8PECTiqN SOME NEW
ARRIVALS OF AUTUMN AND WINTER DRESS GOODS. THE NEW WOOL FABRICS ARE ENTIRE-LTHE, NEW
DIFFERENT IN TEXTURE, FINISH AND 8TYLE FROM ANY PREVIOUS SEASON.
COLORS ARE CHARMING.
WE CANNOT IN DETAIL DESCRIBE THEM HERE, BUT INVITE. YOU TO
SEE THEM TOMORROW, WHEN, AS AN INTRODUCTORY EVENT, THEY WILL ALL BE SPECIALLY
PRICED FOR THE DAY.

I

Mail

Cosmopolitan

Paper

Orders
Promptly

U

Patterns

Filled

None Higher
'
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

uui..

rt

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

St. Loula.

V. V. CLARK,
. ii i i
na
.a
i ian
.w
eiiiincri,
luitmitt aim mrutiiurBiuni
West Oold avenue, t.ouquerque. N. M.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps:
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining Investmonts; second hand mining;
machinery; custom assaying; and analysis.

that is New, Correct and Fashionable

-

Leon B.Stern.Proprietop

iiue.

THE FOLLOWING ARE A FEW NUMBERS GREATLY UNDER
THE REGULAR PRICE.

OSTEOPATHY.

Holding a Convention at
Fort Worth.
Fort Worth. Texas, Kept. U. The
republican state convention, which was
to have met hero yesterday, did not
convene until this afternoon because
of the many contests brought up from
various districts. At noon it was an
nounced by the adherents of Cecil
Lyon that he would bo elected chair
man of the state committee by a safe
majority. It was also stated National
Committeeman Hawley had decided to
withdraw the name of Henry Terrell,
his candidate for chairmanship. E. H.
K. Greene still remains In the race. He
said he was hopeful of the result.
E. H. R. Greene sent a letter to
Chairman Lyn that he had entered
the race for the chairmanship In order
to bring harmony between Hawley,
member national committee of Texas,
and Lyon, state chairman, and that
having been accomplished he would
withdraw.
Greene's withdrawal fol
lowed a dispatch received from Washington. Contests before the executive
committee were settled this afternoon.
They

the clothes thoroughly ciean
and white. GOLD DUST makes all
housework easy.
THE N. K.

1902

your work."

..
From the Snips.
H. Knight was in from" the Long'H?
camp at Stinking Springs, yesterday.
I'KKSCIUPTION DRUG CISTS
He returned to ramp after spending a
few hours chatting with the boys.
FULL LINE OF
Professor Hinckley was the only applicant for teacher's certificate to take
the examination Monday and Tuesday.
PKOriPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
He expresses himself as confident of
having succeeded.
Cor. Gold Ave. and First St
Proprietors of Alvarado Pharmany.
A Mexican held up and robbed a
woman of $7 in Concho the other day,
e
and took his Winchester and hit
road. Sheriff Ortega and Jesse Marm-M- e
started in pursuit. will be brought to an end in the near
You can easily do your washing
j)Jbuji.croue Daily (JifijCr) future.
This Is the time when the old soldier with hard
water and
is happy. Quite a few of them are
pay
Renubliran ronntv convention at the around with their quarterly
HUGHES & McCREIGHT, Publishers
court house at 10 o'clock tomorrow.
vouchers.
Editor
Thos. Hughes
Chairman of the board of superThis wonderful cleanser not only
W. T. MeCreight. Mgr. and City Editor
During the past fiscal year there visors, A. V. Gibbons, returned this softens hard water, but it does
were 6,674,725,567 cigars manufactured week from a trip to Woodruff. He re- more than
half the work for you and
Published Daily and Weekly.
ports everything flourishing there.
in the United States.
mages

Came Near Being a Cripple.
Josh Westhafer, of Loogootec, Ind.,
Is a poor man, but he says he would
not be without Chamberlain's Pain
Balm if it cost fivo dollars a bottle,
for it saved him from being a cripple.
No external application la equal to this
liniment for stiff and swollen Joints,
contracted muscles, stiff neck, sprains
and rheumatic and muscular pains. It
has also curred numerous cases of partial paralysis. It is for sale by all
druggists.

11

Are

Dr. Conner.
T 0.111'., flnllAAl
Tl
TtB M . . n
of Osteopathy, Klrkvlile. Mo. Lung trotf- Die ana an enronic uisenses a specialty.
21 and
riffle
Whttlnv hi.ilrilnfr
23; Automatic telephone, 164.
A

(V

DENTISTS
Edmund J. Alger,

O. D.

TOb

pieces of All-WoGranite Cloth?
in
wide
black,
inches
grey,
castor, brown,,
37
navy, cardinal, garnet and sage green warranted dust proof the regular price of J"
this line is 75c yd.Specially Priced at . . w
14

ol

t

Jl

8.

306 Railroad avenue. Office hours,
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
6:00 p. m. Telephone 462. Appoint-

ments made by mail.

LAWYERS
.'

pieces of New Novelty Dress Goods
38 inches wide in checks and mixed effects good line of colorings worth 7c a
yard. Specially
J Qf
Priced at
10

50 inch

All-Wo-

Pail Cloth

ol

suitable for tailor suits

shrunk
Specially Priced at

eriiard 3. Rodey

in grey and brown mixtures
fully worth $1.25 a yard.

Prunella

guaranteed

sponged and

PQo
OiJlr

WhipCloths
S
Prompt attention given to all bualneae
pertaining to the profession. Will pracfor
in
black
the
and
colors
brown
latest
will
and
they
cords
green
new
be
in
the
tice In all courts of the territory and be
fore the United Statea land office.
for
worn
dressy
the
best
costumes
good dust
street
$1.65
stylish walking costumes
Ira M. Bond
C C
shedders worth $1.25 a yard.
cloth in the market.
42 F street, N.
ATTORN
Specially Priced at
Specially Priced at
W.. Washington, l C. Pensions, lands.
oatenta. coDvrlKhta. cavlats. letters Dat- ent, trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee
All-Wo- ol
42-inThibet Cloth in black and navy, with hairline stripes-regulaj8ATTORNEY-AT-UAOffice, room I
N. T. AnnUo building. Will practice U
Priced at
Specially
value.
ail the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
All-Wo- ol
ATTORNEY.AT-L.AW- .
Albuaueraue. N.
De Beige in grey, brown and blue mixtures a beauti u
5 pieces of 40-inM. Office, First National Bank bulldlnr
Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs.
will
sell
later in the season at $1.00 a yard,
soft finished dress material
"Several years since my lungs were
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-aa-LArooms 1 and 1
Specially Priced at
so badly affected that I had many
N. T. Arm I Jo building, Albuquerque, N.1A
hemorrhages."
writes A. M. Ake of
E. W. Dobson
Wood, Ind. I took treatment with
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice. Cont
several physicians without any benefit. well
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
I then started to take Foley's Honey
CXXXXXDOCXXXXXXXXXOCOCOCOO
John H. 8tlngle,
and Tar and my lungB are now as
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
sound as a bullet. I recommend it in Albuquerque, N. M.
advanced stages of lung trouble." Sold
PHYSICIAN
by Alvarado Pharmacy.
Albuaueraue.

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

M.

H

All-Wo- ol

10 pieces of

All-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

98c

PI.AJ

65c

5c

ch

ch

COrs

UdU

J.H.O'RieHy&Co,

WASHINGTON "REPUBLICANS.
Approve of President Roosevelt's Poll
cies State Convention.
Tacoma, Wash., Sept. 10. The republican state convention, by unani
mous vote, sent a telegram to Presi
dent Roosevelt, approving of his Phil
Ipplne and domestic policies, expressing sympathy with his "brave stand for
the common people," and pledging sup
port in 1904.
In calling the convention to order
Chairman Schively took occasion to
caustically criticise the party of his
state for causing the defeat of Frink
for governor two years ago In the face
of 13,000 republican plurality.
According to prearranged comblna
tlon, F. W. Cushman. of Tacoma, and
W. L. Jones, of North Yakima, will be
renominated for congress, and W, E,
Humphrey, of Seattle, will be named
as Third congressional candidate. H
F. Hadley will be nominated for judge
of the supreme court.

for Life.
With family around expecting him
to die, and a son riding for life, 18
miles, to get Dr. King's New Discovery
for consumption, cough and colds, W
11. Brown, of Leesvllle, Ind., endured
death'a agonies from asthma, but this
wonderful medicine gave instant relief
and soon cured him. He writes: "1
now sleep soundly every night." Like
marvelous cures of consumption, pneu
monia, bronchitis, coughs, colds and
grip prove its matchless merit for all
throat and lung troubles. Guaranteed
Trial bottles
bottles Doc and $1.00.
free at all drug stores.
A Boy s Wild Rido

o

17,

o

SULPHUrl HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Carries the U. S. man; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer
quo every Tuesday; Thursday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad
dress W. L. Trimble t Co., agents, Al
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprle
tor, Jeniez.
Sl

MHM
SHAMPOO

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

YOUR HAIR WITH

THE

EGG TAR
SHAMPOO....

THOUSANDS SAVED BY
in urn i ninnm

SOAP
CURES

DANDRUFF

25c

OF

COMMERCE

OF

N,

ALBUQUERQUE,

M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
J. C. BALBRIDGE

We also carry a full line of
Toilet Soap at your own
prices
.. ..5c TO $1.00 a CAKE.. ..

Asthma, Pneumonia,
Pleurisy. LaOrippe,
Hoarscness.SoreThroatandWhoop
IngCongh. Every bottle guaranteed

BANK

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

Jonchitis,

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

Hav' Fever.

NO CURE.

ffllCE

60c.snd$1.

;j.

$25.00

To all points in California, Bakersfleld
to San Francisco, on Santa Fe. Points
on Southern Pacific lines, Bakersfleld,
and Hombrook, San Francisco, San
Jose, Sacramento, and intermediates
Tickets on sale September 1 to October
31, 1902. For other information, call
on or address F. L. Myers, agent A. T.
& S. F.

H. O'RIELLY & CO.
Prescription Druggists

NO PAY.
TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

obooexxooooooooooooooooooo

THIRD STREET

JOE RICHARDS,

Meat Market

CIGARS

AUornnrtsh and salt Meate;
STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

$45.00

To Monterey, Cal., and return, account
meeting National Wholesale Druggists
association. Tickets on sale September 30, October 1 and 2. Stopovers al
Final return
lowed both directions.
limit November 15, 1902. For other In
formation, call on or addrcsss F. L.
any Myers, agent A. T. & S. F.

"Diamond Ice," delivered in
quantity and at all times during the
day. Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co.
JEMEZ

br. J. E. Bronson
HomeoDathlo Physician.

Whiting Block.
We make the best door and window
screens. They are far supetlor to any
made in the eaBt at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.
Room

West Railroad Avenue.

H3

EMIL KLE1NWORT,
MASONIC BCILWNO.

-

wm. Giaesntr,
Tailor.

....

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL

Automatic "phene 574
216J South Second Street.

The Union
Market The
207 West Cold Avenue.

Alhnotiprane.

'DIAMOND ICE."

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders

for children. Mother Gray, for years a
v..
:
H- nurse in the Children's Home in New
York, treated children successfully
with a remedy, now prepared and placSfiK
ed in the drug stores, called Mother
Grav's Sweet Powders for Children
They are harmless as milk, pleasant
to take and never fall. A certain cure
for feverlshness. constipation, Beau
ache, teething and stomach reorders WM. GOETTINQ
CO, Proprietors.
and remove worms. At all c.ugglsts
any
substltuta. Bm
25c. Don't accept
All kinds of Freso Meats bandied
pie sent free. Address Allen S. O a Sausage
making a specialty.
stead, La Roy. N. T.
?

HE

CALIFORNIA LIMITED

Me.

AND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY

LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS

Metropolitan

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

o

r--

N. T1IIBD STREET

CUIblNd OF THE
DINING CAR,

"A
AMERICANS
A

ARE PROOFS

Has changed bands and is now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Ilest
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been on draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.
1902

1E82

AND THE UNEQUALLED

& Co.
Pratt
a
agents
casino

of the

A

WANT

STATEMENT

AND
GET

THE

S NTA FE

BEST

F. G.
Sole

for
Canned Goods.

and Or brand
Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries

street.
Hlllsboro Crerjnery Butter Best
carta
214 South Second

Orders solicited.

on

Free dellTory.

oaoooooooooctoaooooD

O
Four big bargains In wash O
Q goods. See display ad. Golden 0
O
O Kule Dry Goods Company.

gaoogooogggsoggftooo
"DIAMOND

ICE."

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

I

Secretary Mutual Buildinr Association

Office

U J. j. Baidxidje'i Ltnber

Y"f

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN THURSDAY
JOE 8TINSON DEAD.

Gossip of Base Ball
arid Other Sports
"

Louisville, St. Louts, Milwaukee and
Kansas City. The names of the men
National League.
are not yet ready to be published as
At Boston
their contracts are on the way to this
4
Boston
city and nothing will be considered
6
St. Louis . . ,
until they are signed and sealBatteries: Pittinger and Moran; certain
ed. He stated that every one of the
Currle and Ryan.
players had a batting average of more
Second game
than 300 in the records of the National
2
Boston
league and that only twenty-fivmen
2
St. Louis
In the league had such an average.
Batteries: Eason and Klttredge; Among the aggregation Is a man who
Pearson and Ryan.
has the reputation of being the slickest
At Philadelphia-Pittsb- urg
run getter on the American diamond.
. i
5
Another of the team Is a pitcher who
1
Philadelphia
no hit
has pitched two
Batteries: Tannehlll and Zimmer; games this season and Is without exWolfe and Jacklitsch.
ception the best pitcher of the seaAt New York
son. Another pitcher has an average
4
Chicago
cf 714 per cent.
3
New York
There will be two right handed
Batteries: Williamson and Kling; pitchers and two south paws In the
Taylor and Bowerman.
team and another good feature for
Second game
the aggregation Is that every one of
Chicago
0
the men Is a hard hitter and good
6
New York
Manager Ryan
all around player.
Batteries: Rhodes and Lamar;
Btated that the team would play a serand Bowerman.
ies of ten games on Its western tour,
At Brooklyn
visiting the City of Mexico for the wind
0
Cincinnati
up.
5
Brooklyn
Batteries: Poole and Bergen; Dono" I had kidney trouble so bad," says
van and Ritter.
J. J. Cox of Valley View, Ky "that 1
could not work. My feet were swollen
American League.
to immense size and physicians were
At Detroit-Det- roit
to give me any relief. My
5 unable
6 doctor finally prescribed Foley's KidSt. Louis
Batteries: Mullin and McGuire; ney Cure which made a well man of
me. Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.
Shields and Kahoe.
Second game
Ring.
Matthews
1
.
Detroit
New York, Sept. 11. Considerable
".
3
St. Louis
cirBatteries: Kissinger and Eclow; Interest is manifested in sporting
cles In the bout between Matty MatSudhofT and Sugden.
thews and Patsy Sweeney, at New
At Philadelphia-Baltim- ore
'
The bout is to
5 Britain, Conn., tonight.
9 be a twenty round affair and will be
Philadelphia
of the
Batteries: Butler and Smith; Wad-del- pulled off under the auspices
Matbe
will
club.
It
Athletic
Pastime
Mitchell and Shreck.
appearance
ring
In
sinee
the
first
thews
more
Second game-Baltiweight champion4 he lost the welter
fight5 ship to Martin Duffy, the Chicago
Philadelphia
ago.
months
several
er,
Robinson;
Batteries: Katoll and
Waddell, Hustings, Shreck and PowA New Jersey Editor's Testimonial.
ers.
M. T. Lyuch Editor of the Philips-burAt Boston
N. J. Daily Post, writes: "I have
5
Boston
many kinds of medicines for
3 used
Washington
Batteries: Dineen and Warner; Orth coughs and colds in my family but
never anything so good as Foley's
and Drill.
1 cannot
say too
Honey and Tar.
Second game
7 much In praise of it. Sold by Alvarado
Boston
5 Pharmacy.
Washington
Batteries: Sparks and Criger;Town-senPlayer Injured.
and Drill.
During the ball game Labor day
At Cleveland
9 Wm. Winton, who was playing center
Cleveland
6 field for Gallup, was severely Injured
Chicago
Batteries: Bernhard and Bemis; Cal- over the right eye. Gillette of WInslow,
hit a high fly to center field, and Winlahan and McFarland.
ston, In his endeavor to catch it, got
Second game
12 right under it. The ball passed though
Cleveland
0 bis hands and struck him a terrific
Chicago
Batteries: Joss and Wood; Piatt and blow over the right eye, also laying
his cheek open, and then continued its
Sullivan.
flight for thirty or forty yards farther.
Western League.
Winton was assisted from the field and
At Des Moines
attended by Dr. Sampson. He suffer7
St. Joseph
ed severe pain that night, but was
6
Des Moines
more comfortable Tuesday morning
.
Morrl-tsonBatteries: Glade and Roth;
and returned to Gallup on No. 8. Later
Duffer and Hanson.
reports from Gallup say that he is imAt Colorado Springs
proving and no permanent injury was
3
Colorado Springs
received. Winslow Mail.
BASE BALL.

e

ten-Innin- g

'

n

l,

g

d

Peoria
Batteries: Newmyer and Baerwald;

2

C. Jones and Hanford.

At Denver
Denver
Milwaukee

4
3

Batteries: Eyler and Wilson;

Vaugh-a-

and Adkins.
At Kansas City
Kansas City
Omaha
Batteries: Owen and Gonding;
and Wilson.

n

2
1
Wei-me-

Not Doomed for Life.
"I was treated for three years by
good doctors," writes W. A. Greer,
McConnellsville, O., "for piles, and
fistula, but, when all failed, Bucklen's
Arnica Salve cured me in two weeks."
Cures burns, bruises, cuts, corns, sores,
eruptions, salt rheum, piles or no pay;
25c at all drug stores.
o

r

Arizona Conference.
The twentieth annual session of the
Arizona mission will meet In Flagstaff
American Association.
Arizona, October 2, 1902. Bishop Isaac
At Kansas City
game post- W. Joyce. I). D.. LL. I J., will preside.
Kansas
The program of proceedings will be as
poned: Louisville failed to arrive.
fellows:
At Milwaukee
Thursday October 2 7:30 p. m., an
5
Milwaukee . .
niversary of the Sunday school and
Indianapolis
Tract society.
Second game
Friday 9 a. m., sacrament of the
1
Milwaukee
Supper, followed by organizalord's
8
Indianapolis
tion and business; 12 m. adjournment;
Z p. m., evangelistic service; 7:30 p. m.,
Beware of the Knife.
anniversary of the C'nurch Extension
more
advanced
has
profession
No
addressed by Rev. T. C. Cliff,
rapidly of late than surgery, but it society,
I). 1).
should not be used except where abSaturday 9 a. m., devotional servsolutely necessary . In cases of piles
ice, led by Rev. Melutier; 9:30 a. ra.
needed.
seldom
for example, it is
12 m., adjournment; 3 p. m..
Witch Hazel Salve cures quick- business;
Unequaled for evangelistic service; 7:30 p. in., annily and permanently.
versary of the Missionary society, adcut3, burns, bruises, wounds, skin
dress by W. F. Oldham, i). D., of New
was
so
"I
Accept no counterfeits.
York.
troubled with bleeding piles that I lost
Sunday 10 a. m., love feast,
much mood and strength." says J. C.
by C. V. Cowan; 11 a. m. ser'
111.
s
Witch
DeWltt
Paris,
Phillips,
by
Bishop Isaac Joyce. D. D.. LL.
mon
Hazel Salve cured me in a short time." 1).; 3 p. m., ordination service; 7:30 p.
Soothes and heals. B. H. Uriggs & Co. m., sermon, followed by evangelistic
and J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
service.
o
Monday 9 a. m. devotional service,
EL PASO'S TEAM.
;
led by Rev. A. M. Gibbons; 9:3o
3 p. m., evangelistic serviee;7:30
That City Secures a Strong Aggregap. m., business, reading of the appointtion from National Leagues.
ments and final adjournment.
El Paso News.
have come to an
Arrangements
librupt termination in the matter of
securing the Pittsburg base ball team
from indigestion if you eat
to represent this city in the contest of suffering
you want, or of starving yourself
what
as
fair,
chamthe
Albuquerque
at the
to avoid such dlFtress? Acker's Dyspions have declined to come unless pepsia Tablets taken after eating will
any
for a price greatly in advance of
digest your food perfectly and free
you from all the disagreeable sympthat the local fans coind offer.
Manager Frank S. Ryan stated this toms of indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
morning that arrangements have been what you want at any time und take an
Positively
tablet afterward.
closed with an aggregation of star Acker
guaranteed. Your money will always
players from th? two national leagues le refunded if you are not satisfied.
city under his man- Write to us for a free sample. W. H.
to come tJ
agement. The players will be from Hooker &. Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. H.
the fpllowing teams: Washington, O'Rielly & Co., and B. II. Brlggs & Co.
's

dis-ase-

con-ructe- d

busi-mss-

What Is the Use

-is
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Turning Gray?

For Many Years He Was a Resident
of the City of Santa Fe.
A letter just received gives the InWhy not have the earty,
formation that Joseph W. Stinson, for
many years a resident of Santa Fe, but dark, rich color restored?
f late years an Inmate of the United It's easily done with Aycr's
States soldiers' home at Santa Monica,
Hair Vigor. Nearly everyCal., died at that place on Saturday,
the 6th Inst., of blood poison.
body uses it. Ask your own
Stinson was quite a figure in Santa
Fe in the wild and wooiy days after friends. Probably they know
the war and until about 1S83. He how it always restores color,
amassed a fortune In the saloon business at the territorial capital, but went checks falling, and keeps the
east and lost everything he had made hair rich and glossy.
in speculating.
" I have used Ayer's Hair Vif;or and
He was buried on Monday with milihave found it a great remedy.
It
tary honors. He was a native of Maine checked
the falling of my hair when
and went to California In 1849. At La
It other remedies had failed."
Mrs.
Porte, California, he enlisted In the G. A. Morrison, Alillinocket, Me.
First California Infantry on August 16, Sl.M. All draff )' J. C AYF.R CO., L.iwtll. flast.
1SG1. and made the overland march unCHAVES COUNTY REPUBLICANS.
der General Carleton.
After three years service he was disPrimaries Will Be Held SeptemTheir
charged at Los Pinos, August 31, 18G4.
ber 20 and County Convention
September 25 at Roswell.
If you desire a good complexion use
The republican central committee of
Moki Tea, a pure nero drink. It acts
on the liver and makes the skin smooth Chaves county met Saturday night last
and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c In Roawell and resolved to put a full
nd 50c. Money refunded if It does not county ticket In the field In this demoatisfy you. Write to W. 1L Hooker ft
cratic county, having come to the con"Jo., Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples.
J clusion
that the best interests of the
I. O'Rielly & Co., and B. H. Briggs
republican party in the county and In
Co.
o
the territory demanded such action.
Old Time Telegraphers.
The primaries for the county and legSalt Lake City. Utah, Sept. 11 The islative nominating conventions will
twenty-seconannual convention of be held at 4 o'clock In the afternoon
the Old Time Telegraphers and His- of September 20, and the county
torical Association opened today at the convention will be held September 25
Kenyon Hotel. About 300 delegates In Roswell. Delegates to the territorare in attendance, Including a number ial republican convention at Raton
of prominent railroad and telegraph will then be nominated as will a full
officials.
The presiding officer is Geo. county ticket and a candidate for the
II. Corse of Ogden.
Ihe business legislative assembly from the counties
sessions are to continue through the of Lincoln, Chaves and Eddy.
remainder of the week and will be
A. J. Nesbit, a well known attorney
interspered with Jaunts to Ogden can- of Roswell, Is being talked of as a
yon and other features of pleasure and probable nominee for member of the
entertainment.
house from that district.
;

d

Lingering Summer Colds.
Don't let a cold run at this season.
Summer colds are the hardest kind to
cure and If neglected may linger along
for months. A long siege like this
will pull down the strongest constitution. One Minute Cough Cure will
break up the attack at once. Safe,
sure, acts at once. Cures coughs, colds,
croup, bronchitis, all throat and lung
troubles. The children like it. B. H.
Brlggs & Co. and J. H. O Rielly & Co.

We sell the greatest of blood purifiers. Acker's Blood Ellxer.under a positive guarantee. It will cure chronic end other blood poisons. If you
have eruptions or sores on your body,
or are pale, wetk or run down. It Is
Just what you need. We refund money
if you are not satisfied. GO cents and
$1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co., and B. H.
Brlggs 6c Co.
o

Please Don't
forget the day the day that will be
memorable the day when summer
merchandise will be baptized in next
Day's Son Weds.
nothing prices Thursday, Septemto
Caro, Mich., Sept. 11. William L.
Day, of Canton, Ohio, son of former ber 4. Lion Store.
Secretary of State W. R. Day, was
Subscribe ior The Daily Citizen.
married here today to Miss Estelle
Notice of Suit.
McKay, daughter of Hon. William
McKay.
The ceremony was quietly In the District Court of the Second
Judicial District, Valencia County,
performed at the home of the bride,
the guests Including only the relatives Territory of New Mexico.
Maurice Bernard Fuller, Plaintiff, vs.
and a jew friends of the contracting
Annie M. Fuller, Defendant. No. 1500.
parties.
You, Annie M. Fuller, the defendant
Nothing Like Oil.
In the above entitled cause, are hereby
"In dealing with man, remember notified that a complaint has been filed
that a spoonful of oil will go farther In the District Court of Valencia Counthat a gallon of vinegar." The same ty, Territory of New Mexico, by the
may be said of children. There is plaintiff, Maurice Bernard Fuller, praynothing so good for children as the
ing that the bonds of matrimony be
castor oil. However much dissolved between himself and you,
they may abhor it, it is their best med- the defendant, upon the grounds of deicine for disorders of the bowels. In sertion and abandonment on the part
the more severe cases of diarrhoea of you, the defendant, and for general
and dysentery,
however. Chamber relief, and that unless you appear or
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea answer the complaint in said cause in
Remedy should be given after the oil said court on or before the Third day
operates, and a quick cure is sure to of October, A. D. 1902, the said
follow. For sale by all druggists.
plaintiff will apply to the Court for the
o
relief demnnded in the complaint, and
Postoffice Robbed.
judgment by
will be entered
Miami, Mo., Sept. 10. Burglars rob- against you. default
bed the postojffice of $500 last night,
W. E. DAME,
and entered the Miami savings bank
Clerk of Said Court.
and smashed the door of the vault,
II. STINGLE,
but were unable to open the safe. The JOHN
Attorney for Plaintiff, Albuquerque,
private boves of the vault were opened
N. M.
and robbed, but the extent of the loss
Is unknown.
INCOMPETENCE
Foley's Honey and Tar Is peculiarly
adapted for chronic throat troubles and
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarseness and all bronchial diseases. ReSold by Alvarado
fuse substitutes.
Pharmacy..

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMISE

The Economist
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Cr .rles But Everything In the
Dr . rods Line.
Agents for McCal'
All Patterns 10 and 15 ets.
Mail Order
d Filled Same Day
Solicited
Received.
No 8hoes,

itti.

Special Sale on Corsets
and Accessories
If you are going to have a new Fall Gown, have it fitted over one of our new
style Corsets, as you well know that a good fitting Corset adds beauty and style
to your new dress. We carry the most
Corset stock and if you have
ever had any trouble in getting the right model, let our corset saleslady assist you
in select or fitting to you the right model.
up-to-da- te

W. C.C. make Summer Corsets, made of fine
quality, Imported Netting, 4 and
white only; 65c quality; only...
All our long,

5"

corsets; colors, black, white and grey; sizes

Co.

Notice of Stockholders' Meeting.
The regular annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Rio Grande Irrigation & Colonization company will be
held at room No. 4 in the N. T. Armijo
building in the city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on the third Thursday of
September, 11mi2, being the ISth day of
September, 1902, at 12 o'clock noon of
said day.
CIUS. E. GUILD, Secretary.
linoleums have a
The Lancaster
world wide reputation for being th
fcst made. We have now a great variety of these goods. Prices to suit
your pocket.

O9OOOOm-00OO9-
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HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N.

M

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED. STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
SANITARY
BATHS AND
di iiuaiuft
xuroi in un i IT-SAMPLE
LARGE
.ROOM
vv
runn LuiiMcnuiHk. .m. rtn.
I

AMERICAN

I

OR EUROPEAN

PLAN
CEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Own er.

ftooooeoooooo

&
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to 30; Corsets which sold from 1.00 to $3.00;
your choice If we have your size,
only

.

50C

The New Straight Front
Bias Gored Corsets

OC
blue, grey white, black; Special
Girdle Corsets and Tape Girdle Corsets, made
of fine grade Batiste, manufactureo. specially for
this Corset; very light single bone stripe, with
clasp; no side steels; trimmed
with lace and ribbon; Insertion top and bottom;
colors, drab, pink, blue, white and black.
Tape girdle, made of fine quality tape; I
white only; your choice only
Jl.UO

Bust
Formers

made exactly like cut; designed from
the most Fashionable model of the new
figure. It Is low in the bust, short under the arms and long over the hips
and abdomen, giving the correct poise
to the figure, made by the W, C. C.
Corset company, ? which we are sole
agents; made in sateen, cantil and
satin; colors, black, white and drab.
Prices, $1.25, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50.

gives perfect figure and

com-

fort, made In sateen and

net-

ting, in white only.
Price, 65c to $1.25.

mmmammmmmmmtmmmmmmmmt

Hook-o- n

Hose Supporters

Always comfortable, no matter
n
the wearer assumes; holds
the stocking up and the corset down;
does away with safety pins; hook ott
what-positio-

the lowest hook on the corset clasp
and keeps the corset down close to the

;

body; made in all colors.
Prices, 25o, 35c, 60c, 75c and $1.25.

SILK PETTICOATS
NEW FALL STYLES AND COLORINGS.
WE CARRY AN ENDLESS VARIETY OF STYLES AND
COLORINGS SOME RIBBON TRIMMMED SOME LACE TRIMMED MADE WITH RUFFLES, PLEAT-INGGRADUATING FLOUNCES, ACCORDION AND KNIFE PLEATING
IN ALL THE NEWEST
DESIGNS AND COLORINGS
AT PRICES FROM
$730 to $40.00
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.
ALL.

S,

THE ECONOMISt

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

First Showing

Mm

toe

of New Fall and

Winter Clothing!
For a week everyone about
the Establishment has been
on the jump marking and
arranging Wearables that
have been daily pouring into our store We have now
.
.
.
ready
I

Slot-Seame- d

Imperial Laundry

W. C. C. make, style golf, colors pink,

extra long and medium long

No Hope of Settlement.
Tamaqua, Pa., Sept. 10. Leaders
among mine workers here today said
that they had little hope t'nat the efforts of Governor Stone, P. A. Wldener
and other to bring about a settlement
of the strike would be successful.
Avoid serious results of kidney or
bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kidney Cure. Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.
is not one of the fallings of those in
our employ, therefore we never have
Costumes.
The Standard paper patterns Just re- to make excuses for bad work. When
ceived show
effects in lien leaves our hands it Is cleaned
costumes, jackets, waists and Kkiits. properly and finished p rltetly and deStandard patterns can be relied upon livered promptly. If you still cling to
in making your autumn and winter out of date mthods, reform and try the
cdothes.
Be sure to visit our paper Imperial laundry..
pattern department and Inspect our
stock. Patterns are issued for every
need in wearing apparel. When next
you visit our store get a copy of The
Designer, 1 cents. It is the favorite
woman's magazine, edited by women
Back of Postoffice.
for women. Golden Rule Dry Goods

THE ECONOMISt

A REGULAR FEAST
Of New and Beautiful Things in Men's. Boys and
Children Wear We are especially proud of our
Men's Suit Display. We have the best suits made
by th" be t makers we know anything about. It
would take miles of talk to do them near justice.

SUITS FROM $10.00 UP T0$25.oo

V

z
z
0

Dunlap $5.00 Hats Hawes $3.00
Hats; Nelson $3.50 Shoes;
Suits Made to Order, j

fl. flANDELL
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An Abundance of . Blood

0. W.

STRONG & ,S0NS,

All members of the Eaglrs are urgently, requested to attend meeting tonight.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
John H. Koch, from Wingate, out
v
...
.
lit
west, is In the territorial metropolis
'
today. ,. ,
,
H. Yanow, the Second street pawnbroker, who was at El Paso on busi- Cleanse the Vital Fluid, Increase!
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.
's;
ness, has returned to the city.
Its
Supply,
Banishes
Seeds
the
8. L. 8mith and wife, of Lincoln,
Both Phones In Our Office
201 211 North Second Street.
Neb., and J. Josberger and wife, of
of Localized Diseases, and
Pittsburg, Pa., are Loth arrivals here.
Nourishes Every ImThey will remain a few days.
W. J. Hanna, the San Marcial mer
portant Organ.
chant, lain the metropolis today. He
IT MAKES YOUR MOUTH WATER
The use of Palne's Celery Compound
says San Marcial will be largely rep
means an abundance of pure, vitalizing
resented at the approaching fair.
blood, a perfect regulating of circulaas you slice off a succulent piece of
Col. John Borradalle. Hie Gold ave
tion, and the banishment of localized
the tender roast beef procurable at our
nue second hand dealer, who was at diseases such
as Insomnia, neuralgia,
establishment.
Of course much deSanta Fe yesterday on business, re rheumatism, eczema, salt rheum, blood
turned to the city last night.
on
pends
cook
don't blame it all
the
diseases, running sores, and eruptions.
S. M. SaltmarBh, chief of the car ac
your sleep Is not restful and reon theb titcher but we'll take chance
If
MO '
countant department of the Santa Fe freshing. If your spirits are low, If you
THE HOT ONE- -I don't see bow you keep bo cool and clean and comfortable this blisterloa weather.
on that, for we know our meats are A1
coast lines, with headquarters at Los are morose, melancholic, and op1'HF. COCX ONE Simplest thing In the world. I keep cool and clean Inside, and that makes ma feel cool and clean
cuts.
stop
system,
every
purifies
Candy
Angeles,
CASCARET
on
Cathartic
going
and
It
a
the
night
cleans
is
to
bed.
business.
city
before
in
I
take
the
outside.
pressed with morbid feelings, be ashot fermentation in tha stomach and bowels, and makes excessive perspiration Impossible. You know they work
The visitors at Camp Birnie, In Hell sured your blood demands instant atday,
while you sleep, make rou feel fine all
canyon, are J. F. Henderson, of In- tention.
diana; Mundo McEwen. and E. C.
Palne's Celery Compound is the one
by
night
Saturday
was
shot
lice,
who
afternoon on No. 2, the bereaved famWledmcyer,
D. Klnnan, great and never failing agent for makC.
Minnesota;
in
found
when
DEATH FROM CONSUMPTION.
Emcllo Samora
ily accompanying the remains.
ing pure, fresh blood, for nourishing
with Mrs. Samora, died this aft Kansas.
A decree of divorce has been given
the
dominant organs of the body, for
set
in
poisoning
popular
W.
Hon.
H.
Blood
Andrews,
the
2:30.
ernoon
at
Mrs. Pilar M. de Marquez from her
recruiting
the strength of young and
4
Mr.
president
o
clock,
and
of
Albuquerque
Eastern
morning
about
the
this
husband, Ruperto Marquez, both resiCertifers'
HOW WELL IT WEARS
John A. Schoen
pain up to and Santa Fe Central railways, will old. Often, very often, a delay of one
dents of this county. The wife is sIbo Ulibarrl suffered Intense
leaves a arrive in the city, tonight, and remain day proves fatal. Foul and poisoned you can best Judge for yourself 'If you
He
death.
of
his
time
the
child.
only
of
custody
the
given
the
icates-Decree
of Divorce.
blood carries death at every beat of ni out one room In your house with a
few days.
had many
The divorce was given on the grounds wife and six children, and
the heart. Mrs. C. R. Root, Mansfield, carpet bought. here. We sell carpets
funeral
The
west
side.
on
the
friends
republican
county
The
convention,
of abandonment and
made by teh best people people who
yet been made to nominate delegates to the terri Pa., says:
Charles A. Spiess has entered suit arrangements have not
employ
skillful artists and artisans
I
began
Celery
LICENTIOUS POLICEMAN RESI6NS.
"When
taking
Palne's
probably
will
torlal convention at Raton, will meet
against about 200 residents of Mora public, but the funeral
Compound I was all rundown after a and we really see no reason whv wo
tomorrow.
held
be
morning
at
tomorrow
the
court
house
land
county to quiet title to a tract of
severe attack of the grippe and was should not have the finest Roods to
The board of county commissioners at 10 o'clock.
in that county.
As a matter of fart wp hnvp
Special Correspondence.
tired of life. I had salt rheum offer.
almost
Atalanlo
resignation
of
Don Felipe Delgado and son, Loren- received the
Hon. J. M. Sandoval, one of the big very badly in my hands, and the doc- We say again with emnhasls: Judee
10.
on
A.
Sept.
police
M.,
N.
the
Vegas,
John
Uts
zo, are very sick at their home on the tJlibarrl. the chief of
guns of the Los Cerrillos precinct, Is
yourself. Just received n npw lino
Schoen is no more. He passed to his west side with typhoid fever.
west side, yesterday, and this morning In the city today. He will remain and tors told me there was no permanent for
got Into a per- of Navajo pattern and Smyrna Rugs.
cure
when
for
it
it
had
a
appoint
to
special
session
a
reward yesterday evening at 4:45, surheld
Mrs. Earnest Browne will entertain
attend the republican convention at son's blood so badly, but I am happy to i ne lowest prices and easiest terms.
rounded by his wife and children. Mr. a number of ladies Friday afternoon at successor. Eplfanlo Gallegos was tne the court house tomorrow.
tell you that Palne's Celery Compound
out,
his
he
and
nickered
assumed
life
Just
Schoen's
fortunate candidate,
duplicate whist.
The pastor of the A. M. E. church cured me of salt rheum, kidney trouble
today.
dying easy and without a struggle, suc
office
will
Wills
Lottie
Co.
Misses Minnie and
It Is always my
cumbing to the disease, tuberculosis, have Invitations out for a party next
At high noon today occurred the was surprised last night. Members of and other ailments.
West End Viaduct
marriage or Lyman M. Parke to Miss his church called on him and they doctor."
which has had a death grip upon him Tuesday afternoon.
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
brought along with them plenty of pro
for years. Many are the friends today
Reglno Marques and Eugenlo Sena Mabele Virginia Lubeck, of Chicago. visions to last for a few weeks.
son
made
has
This
is
first
visit
the
the
mourning the loss of a quiet faithful have transferred to Lorenzo Lopez a Mr. Parke Is the son of the founder of
expresses himself as well
A. R. Gibson, the mining man who west and he
friend. The deceased came here last tract of land at La Canada. Consid- the Parke Davis Pharmaceutical compleased with existing conditions as far
pany, of Detroit, and is the owner of is Interested in several districts in the as he has seen them.
November from Chicago, his home, eration, $200.
Shoemaker, territory, is In the city today, and F.
looking for relief from the disease
Albino Gallegos and wife have trans- the Glenmore ranch near
The Ladies' Aid society of the Con
TVT OW IS THE TIME for those who are thin and take
which caused his death. He had been ferred to Carlotta N. de Lopez, the where the couple will reside after No- H. Mitchell is making it a point to inafternoon
here in 1897, and went home almost Lorenzo Ixjpez homestead on Moreno vember 1. The ceremony took place at troduce the gentleman to a number of gregational church met this
cold easily to begin to fortify against the winter's
sesregular
parlors
in
at the church
Albuquerque people.
well, but like many other advanced street, west side, and a number of the Episcopal church.
good
was
had.
A
sion.
attendance
cold.
Williams' Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with Hypo-phosphi- te
our
climate,
In
find
relief
cases who
L. M. Parke and wife, from the
other pieces of property. ConsideraA Parson's Noble Act
Two have been added to the original
and return, Be grew worse back in tion, $1, and other valuable consideraShoemaker station on the Santa Fe,
of Lime is freshly made from the finest maChicago, and when he returned to try tion.
"I want all the world to know," up north, are in the city doing some list of employes of Gross, Kelly & Co.,
Vegas
next
going
who
to
terials
Las
Sun
is much more palatable than the largely adare
and
A6haway,
Budlong,
shopping.
of
They
fall
find
the benefits of the climate a second
C.
it convenient
J.
Faustin Heartin and wife have trans- writes Rev.
time, he found little or no reljef. He ferred to Lorenzo Lopez, 160 acres of R. I., "what a thoroughly good and and also profitable to them, to pur- day, making the number who will go
vertised
emulsions. Call and get a sample.
had been confined to his bed for sev land in township 11. Consideration, reliable medicine I found in Electric chase goods in the territorial metrop- eleven.
eral weeks, getting better, then worse. 1100.
Prof. Rupert Franz Aspuland, who
Bitters. . They cured me of Jaundice olis.
Yesterday, he thought he felt better,
GEO. B. WILLIAMS,
Jacob Gross, of St.. Louis, and H. W. will officiate as teacher of classics at
Summer colds are the fashion now. and liver troubles that had caused me
Prescription
but It was only a temporary feeling, Cool mornings and nights, and warn! great suffering for many years. For Kelly, of Las Vegas members of the the university, arrived from the west
and in the evening the wick hi life's middays account for them.
cure they excel Gross-Kella genuine,
ft Co. wholesale establish last night. Professor Aspuland has
candle burned fainter and fainter, and
W. A. Givens left pn No. 8 last night anything 1 ever saw." Electric Bit ment, are in the city today, and while been summering in southern Califor'
Mr. Schoen for Des Moines, fowa, to attend the ters are the surprise of all for their
. finally gave out altogether.
here will transact business In connec nia.
baa been living with his wife In one meeting of the supreme lodge of Odd wonderful work rn liver, kidney and tlon with the firm's new building which
Mrs. Louis Huning. of Los Lunas, OOOOOOOCKXXyDOOOOOOOOOOOOOO cococococoooocoooooooocooo
of the Lowry- houses on Sixth street, Fellows. He goes as grand represen stomach troubles. Don't fail to try. will be erected, on the present site of has leased the handsome residence
In this city. He was manager of the tative of the lodge in New Mexico.
them, Only 60. cents. Satisfaction Is the old freight depot,.-- '
owned by Ernest Meyers on North
Crystal lee A Cold Storage company,
The grading of me teachers' papers pttaranteed by all druggists.
Second street and on September 20
Zeigef,
estimable
the
Charles
Mrs.
HardColumbia
of
the
and treasurer
who have been examined by the counwill move to Albuquerque to spend the
Selger,
of
Hotel
Proprietor
wife
of
"
company,
doing business ty board has been finished for the first
wood Lumber
.Notice.
winter.
Zeiger,
Pasoexpects
to
El
return
of
at 65 Sotatbport avenue, at the foot of and second grades. Those who passed, Notice is hereby given that the un home Sunday or Monday night. She The new house at
South
C street Chicago.
It is the company with their grades, are as follows: For dersigned on account of sickness has
NEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS
In which his father and brother are in- the first grade, Enrique Armrjo, 98; decided to discontinue the millinery brought her two Interesting daughters Second street owned by A. Trosello, is
conago
roomers.
being
city
for
placed
It
furnished
a
to
and
time
short
this
extenterested! and tbey have quite an
S. I. Dennis, 95; A. D. Martin, 96; business heretofore carried on in the
twenty-threrooms and is arJt.
Furniture
sive warfage en the Chicago river. Helen Blake, 95; Louisa K. Reed, 94; city and would therefore request that them in the Central school. They have tains
Mr. Schoen had not only, the tender Eugenia Herber, 90; Georgia Murray, all persons Indebted to me will please rooms with their uncle, Ed. Stclner, ranged especially for the accommodaCrockery,
tion of shop employes.
and loving care of a devoted family, 97; May Dillon, 93, and E. M. Tucker, settle their accounts on or before the on North Fifth street.
agent
A.
of
considerable
traveling
A
N.
deal
real
Graham,
estate
Durthe
but a Chicago professional nurse.
Granitewear,
Please pay the
96. For the second grade, E. L. Smith 20th of this month.
ing yesterday afternoon, Father Fer- made 87 and May Winn 75. The third same to the undersigned or to E. W of the Chicago ft Alton road, with magnitude was consummated the fore
Tinware,
rari, S. '.J., of the west side, was also grade papers are not yet ready, but Dobson, rooms 4 and 6, Cromwe headquarters at Denver, Colo., Is in the part of this week, when M. P. Stamm
Alva-radbecame sole owner of a lot of ground
wun him; Mr. Schoen was 35 years of will be in a few days.
block, who is authorized to collect and city, and Manager Klooz, of the
Art Squares,
is seeing that the gentleman's 92x150, and buildings thereon, located
age, and the remains were shipped by
Joe Horberg, of Mora, returned to- receipt for same.
Silstay
pleasant
Is
Mr.
Mattresses,
one.
corner
of Second street and
a
at the
here
Undertaker Dearth to Chicago this day from an extended trip of several
MRS. M. McCREIGHT,
says
not
ver
avenue.
he
consideration
is
Graham
will
The
attend
the
that
September 9, 1902.
weeks in the eastern cities. He left
Springs.
t
territorial fair, and has already placed named. The property was formerly
t:
bis family back east and will return
by
"space"
New
O.
Cromwell,
of
E.
at
Alvarado
order
his
for
the
owned
Miss Nellie Taylor Is returning to
IRON BEDS-A- LL
SIZES
to Mora tomorrow.
York, and Mr. Stamm, in partnership.
Miss Annie Doll, a sister of Phillip Albuquerque, after study in Europe, for fair week.
$3.00 UP
that gets your lungs sore and weak Doll, the Jeweler, returned today from and will resume ner classes in pianoEd. Lavelle and wTie returned to the
Warner Miller, of New
and paves the way for pneumonia or her trip to Los Angeles.
York, and son, Max, spent a couple of city this morning from Douglass, Ariz.,
about
culture
voice
playing
and
forte
'
consumption, or both. Acker's EngHOUSEHOLD
GOODS
The Las Vegas Military band will September 20. Communications may hours in the city last night between where for the past year Mr. Lavelle
lish Remedy will stop the cough In a
strong, in be addressed to Everitt's Jewelry trains, while en route to southern New has had charge of a grading gang on
day and heal your lungs. It will cure turn out Sunday, twenty-twON
EASY
PAYMENTS
Mexico and Mexico, where the senator the new railroad being built to that
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and full regalia. Walter Davis will wear store. Railroad avenue.
Is interested
in mining properties. booming mining camp. They will reail throat and lung troubles. Positive- the drum major's uniform and swing
HOUSE FURNISHINGS
ly guaranteed, and money refunded if the baton. The band will meet the
You'll miss a rare treat if you do not Senator Miller Is one of the best main 'here a short time, after which
not satisfied. Write to us for free sam- excursion trains, and give a concert in attend the grand Majestic cooking ex known public men of the United States they will go north to Kennedy, where
New and Second Hand.
ple. W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo, N.
hlbit at Albuquerque Hardware Co, and has done great service to the re- Mr. Lavelle will accept a position on
Y. J. H. O'Blelly ft Co., and B. H. the evening.
party
York
state.
publican
Central.
New
in
the Santa Fe
Atelanio F. Ulibarrl, the chief of po Don't get left.
Brlggs ft Co.
117 Gold Avenue
Albuquerque N. M.

PAINE'S
.

Celery Compound

Marble and Granite Monuments

i

com-tmn-

Wm. Farr,

v

Dead-Teach-

..

Will

Futrelle Furniture

ocxxxxxcocococora

Dranist

y

117 WestRailroad Avenue.

-

...BORRADAItE & CO..:

.

1005-100-

7

e

r
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It's Just a Cough

o

i

11

J. C.

Commencing September 15th and continuing all week:

Majestic Cooking Exhibition.

majestic

x

;

I

r

A

Sherwin-Willia-

Paint

ms

Building-pape-

r

Wears Long-e- HASH, DOORS. BLINDS, PLASTIC Ii
Fall Measure I L1MK, CBMKNT, 6 LASS, P1LNT, Klc
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

Covers More
Looks Best
I
Most Economical I
1

WE HAVE ARRANGED TO HAVE A MAN, DIRECT FROM THEFACTORY, TO 8HOW OUR FRIENDS
AND PATRONS THAT

The

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.
I

at

Great Majestic Range

WILL LAST LONGER, BAKE BETTER AND QUICKER, HEAT MORE WATER AND DO ALL OF THIS
IN LESS TIME AND WITH LESS FUEL THAN ANY RANGE MADE.

Biscuits Baked in Three Minutes
AND SERVED WITH DELICIOUS COFFEE FREE TO ALL WHO CALL.
BE 6URE AND COME.

FREE

"

.".

.

,....

'

'

'

A HANDSOME SET OF WARE 17 PIECES, SUPERIOR TO ANY SOLD,
WILL BE GIVEN TO ALL WHO BUY A GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE AT

THIS EXHIBIT.

-

'
.

J

...
i

A Handsottie Souvenir for Early Callers

v

'

r

fc2

majestic

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120

West Gold Avenue

?

S4k

OUR

Styies Are the Latest
Vehicles and Harnesses Are Full
Prices Prove a Saving to you

Guaranteed

v
You Should See Our,....
.....$45 Road Wagons

J.

Korber. & Co.,

THE ALBUQUEHQUE DAILY CITIZEN THURSDAY SEPTEMBER

Frank Torrici & Bros)

A

'ARTISTIC TAILOR3 AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
.Only shop lit town which employe
'

tlrat clasa worKmen.
Thirty years' experience

In

,JCna tts'lateet
Imported
i

(Mvelttef ifi'th
Worsted
and
Good from all th leading cloth firms of Europ
and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
'
W solicit your patronage, gen
tlemen dressers. Satisfaction guar
anteed or no sale.

finest
Twetdi.

mZ'

An I

se-f- s

Subscribe for the Daily Citizen

K00K90

000
ALBUQUERQUE
Planing Hill Co.,

OtOOtO0Ow

MANUFACTURERS OF

f

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kind
Mail Orders Solicited.

to Order.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

0KC00

DECORATIVE
EFFECT

la a most important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc, are of that high art

and quality found only in Jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.
.

UUtl J

9.

f

& S.

F.

e

BERGER
High Grade Flour and Candies
M.

g

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

A SPECIALTY OF THE

3

FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR
USED IN ALL
FAMILIES.

.

OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

213 WEST RAILROAD

r vtt ry n

a a a rrrrrrs .

.
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ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINE8T WHISKIES, IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
st ana Best Imported and Domestlo Cigar

mooomoomooDmomomomomomoooo09Coouo9omomDmcmo

Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the rerjr best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agenta for CHASE A 8ANB0RN'8 celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be had
In the territory.

A. J. MAL0Y, 214

W. Railroad Ave

TERRITORIAL

FAIR

NOTES.

COMING

,

.EVtNTS..

September 14 Excursion to Las
Vegas.
September 17 Social dance at OrBase Ball Tournameot-Eicursl- on
to chestrion ball by Boys' band, Old Albuquerque.
Las Vegas and Hot Springs.
October 3 Buffalo jSill's Wild West
shotf,' Albuquerque, N". M.
"October 10 Republican convention
at Raton, N. M.
ELECTRICAL SIGNS.
Territorial fair, AlOctober
buquerque, N. M.
The bids for fair privileges will be
October 30 Sousa's band, Colombo
opened on September 15. Those who hall, Albuquerque, N. M.
desire privileges not enumerated In
Board and room at the Library
the notice should at once advise the
boarding house, at No. 100 North Edith
secretary.
Col. R. E. Twitchell. of Las Vegas, street.
O'
was here yesterday. He Is positively
Vanila, strawberry and nut ice cream
certain that Las Vegas will be repre- and pineapple sherbet at Delaney's,
sented at tEe fair by a professional
o
team of base ball players.
"DIAMOND ICE.".
o
This afternoon, W. L. Trimble and
Joe Barnett visited the fair grounds,
and inspected the work being done on
Fresh Friday morning: Fine Oregon
the track. They say the track will be
salmon, small channel catfish. sturgeon,
a fast course by fair time.
flounders, redflsh, fresh soft
Dr. A. K. Albers. who visited Califor sea bass,
Blue Point oysters, fresh
shell
crabs.
nia and was here yesterday, continued
lobsters. San Jose Marshrimps
and
on to El Paso last night. He says El
Paso will be represented at the fair by ket.
a fast aggregation of ball tossers.
BUSINESS LOCALS.
Colorado horsemen are very slow In
Keep your eye on Dentin.
answering letters or entering their
Demlng has Just been incorporated.
trotters, pacers and runners, so Secretne seat of the n w county
tary McCanna and W. L. Trimble will of Demlng,
Luna.
leave one day next week for Pueblo
Demirg Is me great mining center
and Denver. They will be absent sev- of the aouthwetu
eral days.
iteming has Increased 60 per cent. In
This morning, the fair management population in four years.
Investments In Demlni lots win
received a letter from J. O. Miller, of doubl
and treble In one year.
the Agricultural college, regarding
Klelnwort s is the place to get your
foot ball at the fair. The college team nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
will be play the local government In meat
Demlng has now a large Ice slant
dian school eleven, and the game will
take place on Tuesday afternoon of and electrio light system nnder contract
the fair.
In Demlng the demand for rental
This morning, J. H. O'RIelly, presi houses is five times In excess of the
dent of the Fair association, appoint- supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water
ed Col. John Borradalle grand marshal
of the trades' display and parade. The for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
colonel is the right man in the right gardens.
Buy lota and build In Demlng. Tour
place, and he accepted the appointreturns will be 20 per cent on
ment. He will announce his aides In a rental
the Investment.
few days.
In Demlng good safe loans can be
H. Scott Knight, manager of the fair had at better rates than In the old es
bill posting car, with hU famous force tabllBhed towns.
Just received a large shipment of
of bill posters, returned from the north Japanese
Chinese mi.ttlug. Albert
They went as far north as Trinidad, Faber. 305and
Railroad avenue.
find "they knew we were In town," said
Demlng offers the same opportuni
the genial and petite manager. As ties now that the most prosperous
soon as the car arrives. It will be re- cities In the west offered several yean
stocked with fair literature, and sent an
We are sole agent for Wheeler at
south with the bill posters.
Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
Herbert F. Reynolds, Louis C. Brooks the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
and Charles W. Ward, members of the avenue.
Demlng amps over 100,000 head of
Albuquerque Tennis club, will have
charge of the tennis tournament at the cattle annually; Is the center of the
breeding region In the southfair. They are already In correspond greatest
and cattle men all know this.
ence with the crack tennis players of west
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
New Mexico, Arizona and El Paso, and 206 South First street, over the
hope to have the best tournament ol Hyde Exploring
Expedition store,
years here during fair week.
give
thorough
Is prepared
to
treatment,- do hair dress
"Tom" and "Jerry," two members of scalp
ing, treat corns, bunions and Inthe Scott Knight bill posting crew, growing
nails.
Sh8,.ives massage
were at the office of the fair secretary treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam
this morning. They discussed the wind bini s own preparations of complexion
question, the wind having blown cream builds up the skin and improves
down the fair banners at Las Vegas the complexion, and are guaranteed
which they put up while there the not to be Injurious. She also prepares
hair tonic that cures and prevents
other day, and which they found re- adandruff
falling out; restores
and
moved in passing that city on their re- life to dead hair
hair; removes moles,
yesterday.
turn south
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
This morning, the Electric Light a trial, bhe also has a very fine tooth
company made a valuable donation to powder, which she guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It
the fair in the shape of furnishing dur- perfumes
breath,
the gums
ing fair week three large electric and makesthethe teeth hardens
clean and white.
signs free of charge. These signs will It Is highly recommended by all first
bo "Welcome,"
".Montezuma" and c'aes dentists. Also a face powder, a
"Statehood." Myriads of incandescent freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
lights will surround each sign, and cure. All of these preparations are
Give her
they will burn all night long on each purely vegetable compounds
telephone 490.
night of the fair. The signs will hang a trial. Automatic
across Railroad avenue at proper Intervals.
Roy McDonald, who was recently appointed manager of the base ball tourThe following Is quoted from a
nament at the fair, with C. C. Hall and
late work on the diagnosis and
ethers, was around yesterday securing
funds to help defray the expenses of treatment of the diseases of the eye,
the crack team that will represent this by Edward Jackson, A. M., M. D.:
city at the tournament, and the com' "It onalit to beuniver,lly recognized that
is the common cause of tieailerbe.
mittee was noticed on the street also
Aail
from beadacbe produced (rum fever,
quitYesterday
today.
afternoon, at
toxemia aud orbanic diarase of the lira Id and
n
is almost invariits membranes,
ting time, 720 had been subscribed,
ably a factor in the production of hesrabbe.
and not a turn down recorded. The Tbe beadacbe
Is not of any
of
prcinl character It may be constant or
committee expect to secure at least
or severe, felt only on the
slight
before giving up the good work.
use of the eyes, or felt after their nse. conrir rerurnnB lirenu'srlv or at certain
The fair management are now In tinuous
intervals. It is aggravated by many other
charge of the excursion to Las Vegas
causes, sue as hunger, exnaustioD, exposure to heat or cold, or indigestion, or it nisy
next Sunday, and committees, having
influ
ieem artirely tndenrndt-n- t of ether
n
is
tickets, report good progress in the ence.
In the majority of cases
of
in
production
only
not
the
the
factor
selling of same. The excursion train
headache, but it may he the only factor of
practical importance herajine it alone can he
will leave here at 6 o'clock Sunday
removed, and its removal will Hive relief.
morning, and on the return leave Las Such
heahtcbes are frererally felt in tte
Vegas about 8 o'clock p. m. Division frontal, temporal or occipital regions.
Superintendent Fox. sends word that
Read tbe above again, and rememevery excursionist will, on reaching
is relieved by
ber that
Las Vegas, be given a free ride to the
glasses properly fitted. We are In
springs,
induceand
famous hot
this
every way equipped for scientificament alone ought to be Instrumental
lly testing the eyes and determinsecuring several hundred patrons fof
ing the right glasses. In every case
the Las Vegas excursion train next absolute satisfaction Is guaranSunday. Great interest is being mani
teed. Prices are as reasonable as
fested in the forthcoming game of base
good worS will Justify.
I. all between Las Vegas and Santa Ke,
to
see
wants
everybody
of
course
rnd
S. T. Vann. Doctor cf Optica.
that game at Las Vegas next Sunday.
So get your ti( k ts and be at the depot
With S. Vann & Son, Jewelers.
Sunday nioruiug at C o'clock.
14-1- 8

.

Headache..,

eye-strai- n

eye-strsi-

ee-ttrai-

$1,-20- 0

eye-strai-

50000OtX3K)X)eXMKM

g

GROSS, KELLY&CO.

eye-strai-

(Incorporated)

-

WHOLESALE
milium

iil;Mfir

GROCERS

Wool, Hides, Pelts

F

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meata.

mm
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Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
VEGA8, N. M, AND GLOR-IETA- ,
N. M.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

Proprietor

Irou and B asi) Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys.
Grade Jjars, Batblt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill MacLlnery a Specialty,
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD T RACK, ALJUQUERQUE, N. M.
i

Don't delay a minute. Cholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea come
suddenly. Only safe plan is to have
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry always on hand.
IVE us your order for a nice spring

L. H. SHOEMAKER
205 West Gold avenue.

Next to First National Bank.

New

&,

Second Hand Furnitur

Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty,

11

rzr 173

1902

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note All classified advertisements
or rather "liaerer on cent a word for
each insertion.-- Mtnttotim-eharfor
any classified adveflisemtriti, 16 cents.
In order to lasor proper classification
all "liners" should bf left" St this office not later than S o clock p. m.
3
v

ilLBERT

ge

FABER?

.

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING,

m

PERSONAL PrtOPERTY LOANS.

Headquarter for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtain, Blankets intf

".,'

HONEY TO LOAN
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, aa low as
$10.00 and as high as $200.00. They are

quickly made and strictly, private.
Time: I month to 1 year is given.
Goods to remain In your possession.
OUR RATES are reasonable.
See ua
before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO., '
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms, furnish
ed or unfurnished, 622 South Edith

'

House Furnishing Good.

'

-

Vk New Carpet in the Parlor...

...."

.

If its from our excellent and well
'

.

:

. .

selected sotck Is sure to be admired
'

by those who pretend to be judges
of good floor coverings.
carpets,

of
.

street.

Our stock
rugs,

linoleum,

art

squares, Chinese and Japanese mat

tings are of the best quality and

FOR RENT Five-roohouse and
bath. Inquire of O. N. Marron.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath. Enquire No. 513 West Fruit
avenue.
FOR RENT 1 room house, 208 North
Arno. Wm. Kieke. "
FOR RENT Two or three, furnished
rooms for house keeping, 213 South
Third street.
FOR RENT Furnished room In private family, with bath. 616 north
Second street.

latest patterns and our prices

r?
rvijr

l

J

ara','n"i- -SBLI
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not to be competed with.

-
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"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

187!

L. B. PUTNEY

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Fine Jersey cow, 6 years
old; fresh November 1; will sell
cheap. 1520 South Third street, old
'phone.
FOR SALE Fine Jersey cow, 6 years
old, fresh November 1; also set of
double harness. Everything cheap.
1520 South Third street. Old 'phone

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Plmir.

drain

Cariisa tbe Large
nast exteaaive
Sleek el

mm4

jrul Prnvislnna.

7pT

Staple O roceriet

1

Car lots a specialty,

189.

mib
FOR SALE The most
linery parlor in the territory, Including stock, a hundred yards of carpet
and the necessary fixtures, at a great
sacrifice, If taken within five days.
Sickness cause of selling. Mrs. M.
McCrelght.
FOR SALE Republican weekly newspaper; best equipped weekly newspaper and Job plant In the territory;
Only paper in new repuuncan county
seat. Address, "Republican," care of
Dally Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.
WILL sell, lease, or take partner In a
small hotel and general merchandise
References exchanged.
business.
Write C. W. Davis, Bellemont, Coconino county, Arizona.
FOR SALE Several beacticul homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to ba appreciated.
No trouble to show property. See
Jno. W. McQuade.
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds'
of old papers, good for wrapping
,
purposes, cheap. Address, The
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.

faaad mmtkwmtt.

FARH AND FREIQHT WAQONS.

e

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK I
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
v
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

To-pe- ka

, . . . .$$00,000.00

.$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi"
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
,vt
- AB. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds, -

CIU-aen-

TH

WANTED.

SAMPLE

WANTED Sheep. From 2,500 to
yearlings and two year olds;
ewes. Heavy shearing. Address G.
B. Pop, Santa Fe, N. M., box 62.
WANTED Messenger boys. Western
Union Telegraph company.
WANTED Young man desires position in office or as salesman. Address, "X. X.," care Citizen.
WANTED A first class tinner. Inquire of E. J. PoBt & Co.
WANTED A position as second girl
in private family. Address "A. R."
Citizen office.
WANTED First class tinner. Address Jos. Mahoney, Demlng, N. M.,
or The Citizen, Albuquerque.
WANTED Three bIaeksmithsTv7. B.
Gilman.
WANTED Competent woman to do
housework. Call at 204 South Wal
6,-0-

ter street.
WANTED A dining room girl. Mrs
Meyers, 303 South First street.
WANTED A TRUSTWORTHY GEN
tleman or lady in each county to
manage business for an old established house of solid financial standing. A straight, bona fide weekly
salary of $18 paid by check each
Wednesday 'with all expenses direct
Money advan
from headquarters.
Manager, 340
ced for expenses.
Caxton Building, Chicago.
WANTED Gents' good second hand
clothing, shoes and hats, 515 South
First street. Call or address R. J.
Sweeney.
WANTED Five young men from Ber
nalillo county at once to prepare for
positions in the government service.
Apply to Inter-StatCorres. Inst,
Cedar Rapids, la,
e

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

R001

LND CLDB

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
ISO W.

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

LOCAL

COM1TERCIAL

,

CLUB BUILDING.

!000oo00Oe
SHIP YOUR PELTS

TO

.......

BEARRUP BROS. & COf
.,

;

Pullers and Tanners,

Wool
"7',

Albuquerque, New Mexico'

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF

I

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS."
$
work done and satisfaction guaranteed ft
Please write us for price

iret-cla- s"

K300X000X)K00O00000
T.

PIONEER BAKERY

A. SKINNER
D

Proprietor.

SIMON BALLING,

Je' lc

Successor to Balling Bros.

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

Wedding :Cake

:a

:

Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
s
guarantee
baking.
8. First street. Albuquerque. N. A.
first-clas-

WEST RAILROAD
AuBUQUfcRQUE.

AVENUE.

11. U.
duck or turkey fur Sunday dinner.
Our dressed springs and hens are of
tho very best quality. You will find us
Furniture stored and packed for
A set of 17 copper, steel and enamheadquarters for strictly fancy dress- shipment. Highest prices paid for
second-hanhousehold goods.
eled cooking utensils, well worth $7.50,
ed poultry. San Jose Market.
311 South First street.
absolutely free with every Majestic
FRANK VAJO, PROPRIETOR.
Ladies' waists and colored shirt
Range sold next week at Albuquerque
waists at less than 'i price at The
Hardware Co. Don't get left.
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
Economist.
Tbe best of liquors served to patSubscribe for The Dally Citizen.
rons of the bar.
finest line of Liquors and Cigars
Have you read Alljuquerque Hard- AllThe
o
patrons and friends cordially InvitSandwiches of all kinds served.
expoet another lot of those dellc-- i
ware Co. ad? Don't get left.
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is
Nice large rooms, everything bran
oysters
point
tomorrow;
blue
ious
every day.
Wheat $1.50 a hundred at Mausard's served
also a large assortment of extra choice new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
STEVE BALLING,
Mills.
fresh nth. San Jose Market.
Proprietor.
j (
Subscribe for The Daily Cltlxen

THE ARCADE

d

ELMO

Residence, Automatic 'Phoae 290
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

MISCELLANEOUS.
gold aud silver novelties
at factory prices. Write for illtis
t rated catalogue sent free of charge.
Money refunded if purchase does not
meet with your approval. Manhat
tan Diamond Co., 37 and 39 Maiden
Lane, New York.
208
FREE A samplo pair of $1.25 ladies'
kid gloves. Adilidess letter Kiernan
Ai Co., liox 422, Denver, Colo.
DIAMONDS,

I ST.

The ICEBERG
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,

i
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It you want t sleep well and be happy try Futrelle'a Duplex mattressea
end the No. 1 Leggett
Piatt springs.
Give them a trial and if not satisfactory jour money back.
.
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the old timers who knew her Intimate
ly will hear of her death with sincere
regret. In the spring of 188o she was
wedded to M. W. illnkle at the town of
Mineral Park, at which place she resided until a few weeks prior to her
death. Sheriff Lovln went out to the
Park and returned with Mr. HInkle
Tuesday evening. The funeral was
held the next day.
J. Irwin Crowell, a Los Angeles business man, has sued Col. Tom Ewlng
for $."0.000 for commission on the sale
group of mines.
l
of the
Ewing's commission is said to have
been $100,000 and Crowell claims that
f
of this sum.
he was to receive
The matter of commission on the sale
l
of a property like the
is quite an important item and shows
that mine owners have to give the big
end of the purchase price to promoters and middlemen. The suit will be
important, if for no other reason than
the exhibition of the manner in which
this sale was promoted.

overheating of the tin fruit can after
partial sealing.
From the News.
One of the prettiest parties of the
JTTST
THINK THAT OVER. Think of the Immensity of swh a buxiiKwsOVER
A QUARTER OF A MILLION CUSTOMERS. Think of 1U unusually gratifying feature
Mrs. William F. Dormont left for an year was given Monday evening in the
-ALL SATISFIED.
,, ... ..
,
Bank hotel by Mrs. F. W. Slsson, in
extended visit In the east.
ijo you think Burn an enormous piwinww touiu uo uum ui, iuuwiuw lauwaHouMi
IncmMed, if our rood did not have eiwptional value and merltf
Forest Banner T. F. Holden was a honor of her brother, Harold Wilcox,
Do you think we could hold the trade of over a quarter of a million people, if our repubusiness visitor at Flagstaff the first of Peoria. 111., and W. N. Sumner, who
tation for dolni exactly M we tar wasn't firmly MUhllntaod r
experience and trial have proved to them that we and our goods are both all rlrht
Actual
left this week for Chicago. The dance
of the week.
Won't you give ua a chance to prove it to you, too? Remember, HAYNER WHISKEY
goes direct from our distillery to you. with all Ita original richness and flavor, carrying a
The Misses Jetty and Alma Rosen-wald- . ball was elaborately decorated with
UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE.
of Albuquerque, were the guests Indian rugs. Miss WuTTUngton furand saving you the big prollta of the dealers. Your money back U you're not aatUUed.
of Mrs. A. Tyroler last Tuesday while nished the music. Mr. rveller served
a
California
way
from
home
on their
refreshments during the evening. All
present pronounced it a most enjoya- outing.
"""" "
Mrs. Lulu Simms has opened a pri- i..e occasion.
Dialirs' Profits ! PriYints Adulttratlon !
Probate Judge F. C. Reid,
vate school for the Instruction of little
children not yet ready to attend the superintendent of public schools, held
a teachers' examination Monday and
public school.
Arthur Case, of Winslow, is a recent Tuesday in the court room. There
arrival in the city, having accepted a were four applicants for certificates
position at Thelan s, made vacant by David D. Rust, of Provo, Utah, who
will be principal of the Fredonia
SEVEN-YEAR-O- LD
the resignation of J. Sellman.
RYE
KILL THE DANDRUFF GERM.
An important business change will school; H. W. Judd, who expects to be
occur next Wednesday when the firm the assistant of the Fredonia school, Or Your Hair Will Fall Out Till You
of Twitty & Tarkcr will be dissolved and a resident of that place; Miss May
Become Bald.
and their entire stock of goods pur Rogers, of Los Angeles, Cal., and O.
Modern science has discovered that
W. Pilchard, of Pomeroy, Ohio, and dandruff is caused by a germ that digs
chased by Poison Bros.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sellman left for principal of the Williams school.
up the scalp in scales, as it burrows
Walsenburg, Colo., where they expect
The final payment of the purchase down to the roots of the hair, where it
of HAYNER'S SEVEN-YWe will send von FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES
When you
RYE for HM, end we will pny the express charges.
to reside in the futdre, but we should price, $35,000, of the Last Cilance mine destroys the hair's vitality, causing
vou
if
rUrht and as good as you
find
It
all
don't
and
mmIm
it
th
ire
tiir.
not be surprised to see "Jack" drifting was made on Monday. The mine is falling hair, and, ultimately, baldness.
any
price,
send
It back at
then
ever drank or can buy from anybody else at
think
our expense and your4.) will be returned to you by first mall. Just
located in the Grand Canyon, and the After Prof. Unna, of Hamburg, Gerback again before long.
satisfied,
you
perfectly
are
not
that offer over. How could It be falrerf If
P. P. Berry and R. H. Cameron ar owners were R. H. Cameron, P. D. many, discovered the dandruff germ,
you are not out a cent. Shipment made In a plain sealed ease, wilt, no marks
or brands of any kind to ludicate ecu tents.
rived in the city from Flagstaff. Mr Berry, E. I. Gale, N. J. Cameron and all efforts to find a remedy failed until
an at nrtif of rtir friend a to loin
If yon n vne ftO Onnrtn.
The purchasers the great laboratory discovery was
Berry has been suffering for the past Annie M. Careon.
yon. we win neoa juu nu Uuarta fur 16.00, Ly freight prepaid, thui
two weeks irom a peculiar trouble were the Canyon Copper company, of made which resulted in Newbro's Her-n
called "shingles." It appears to be a which John II. Pa?e Is manager. The piclde. It alone of all other hair prep
"Writ our nearest offlc and do it NOW.
sort of nervous affection, causing the property is a valuable one and a great arations kills the dandruff perm. WithCOMPANY
DISTILLING
HAYNER
THE
sKin to lister, giving the appearance deal of development work has been out dandruff, hair grows luxuriantly.
DAYTON, OHIO
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
of a very bad bum, and Is very painful. done and considerable ore shipped by "Destroy the cause, you remove the
Established 1808.
. Ddtillibt. Trot, O.
80
Bob Kinsrr carce up from Prescott, the company. The property will no effect."
-- ohaving returned from Los Angeles doubt prove a rich investment for the
HOLBROOK.
about a week ago. He says William new owners.
Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
celved a thorough cleaning prepara-Hull and Alex. Radcliff, well known
A CASE OK IT.
tory to the opening of sc hool Monday cases, telescopes, largest variety In
From the Argus.
here, have a good prospect about ten
select from. Golden Rule Dry
W. H. Clark made a trip to St. morning.
The rocks have all been city to Company.
miles west of Prescott, on which they Many More Like It in Albuquerque.
Johns and Springorville this week.
taken out of the yard, and a great Goods
have four men employed at present. It
The following case is but one of
A. M. Boyer has returned from a caving in shoe leather
is expected
is a free gold proposition, assaying many
similar occurring daily in Albu- prospecting trip to the mountains.
among the school children in conseover $100. A shaft has been sunk
L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ledge querque. It is an easy matter to verify
Mrs. J. L. Clnrk and children are quence. All the tcacners are in town. W.
fifty feet on an clghteen-incVacation days are now over, and when Second street, between Railroad and
and about 150 feet of tunnel has been its correctness. Surely yofl cannot ask visiting at the Headquarter ranch.
for better proof than such a conclusive
Attorney K. K. Scott, of Gallup, was the new school bell rings Monday
Copper avenue
run in.
morning the younger generation will
here on legal business.
The Williams public schools opened evidence.
Mules bought and exchang
B. H. Helwig, clerk in the Spot Cash
H. J. Ramer came In from the east regretfully turn from fun and frolic to Horses and
on Wednesday with an attendance of
Livery, Sale, Feed and
ed.
avenue,
grocery,
345
Baca
residence
and left for his ranch In Tonto Basin. the more sober tasks of school life.
102 pupils. The delay of a day was
Transfer Stables
Lieut. Dr. Shepard and family came
J. B. Epp, who has charge of the
caused by the absence of Professir Pil- says: "I read very carefully an adver
IN THE CITY
TURNOUT3
BEST
our
Kidney
Pills
in
Doan's
about
tising
to
went
In
Logan,
was
Utah,
Oraibi,
and
Mennonite
mission
neces
from
Fort
in
at
chard, of Flagstaff, to take the
I
papers
been
as
had
Albuquerque
and
town the first part of the week, and
Fort Apache.
sary examinations. Upon his return
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Several Moqui boys and girls left for with him were several Moquls who
Wednesday, Miss Stringfield and Miss annoyed with backache for about six
Albuquerque. N. M.
I
morning,
Phoenix, In charge of Industrial Teach- were paying their first visit to a white
Beecher, being already here, the months, especially in the
pharmacy for er Duelos, where they will attend the man's town. Their amazement was
school bell once more called the chil- went to the Albuquerquemay
have been Indian school.
great at all the new sights they saw.
dren to attendance. Of the 102 pupils a box and used it. It
B. A. SLEYSTER.
Teachers' examination was here Mr. Epp stated that the Moquls are not
enrolled they are divided under the the aching which comes from constant
or Monday and Tuesday. The applicants In great need of assistance at present,
counter
standing
day
behind
all
the
Professor
as
follows:
three teachers
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Pilchard, 28; Miss Stringfield, 48; Miss overexertion, but It struck me that were Nellie Smith, Nathaniel Decker, as some corn still remains from last
FIRE INSURANCE,
required
deeper
seated
was
and
mine
HanAmy
present
year's
Ray
Tanner,
bu
harvest
harvest,
Samuel Smith,
the
REAL ESTATE,
Beecher, 26. The outlook for a good
like
a
of
medicine
treatment
NOTARY PUBLIC.
the
cock, Hattie Webb and Amanda Is a failure and the Indians have the
and prosperous school year is very
certainly
CROMWELL. BLOCK.
They
Doan's Kidney Pills.
prospect of a very hard winter ahead. ROOMS
Rogers.
proved very effective in my case for
Automatio Telephone 174. .
Misses Alma and Jetty Rosen wald, As a consequence, many of them are
the backache ceased absolutely."
A Sad Disappointment.
of Albuquerque, were the guests of coming south to get work on the
Price 50 Mrs. Fred Wetzler Wednesday and
For sale by all dealers.
Ineffective liver medicine is a dls
OCXXXXXXXXX)CXXXX)CXXXXXX)OQ
Co., Buffalo, N. Thursday.
They were on their way
appointment, but you don't want to cents. Foster-MllburB
18 IT
Take Care of t:ie Stomach.
home from the coast.
purge, strain and break the glands of V., sole agents for the United States.
5
Remember the name Doan's and take
The man or woman whose digestion
William King, the colored gentleman
the stomach and bowels. DeWitt's
20 who was brought here on a charge of Is perfect
and whose stomach perTelephone
Little Early Risers never disappoint no substitute.
g
opening a letter, was given a hearing forms its every function Is never sick.
They cleanse the system of all poison
KINGMAN.
sweetens
purifies
cleanses,
Com
Kodal
and
United
Wednesday
before
States
Q
3
and putrid matter and do it so gently
TOU WANTT
mlssloner Wattron and was bound the stomach and cures positively and
that one enjoys the pleasant effects. From the Miner.
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
8
court at permanently all stomach troubles, inThey are a tonic to the liver. Cure
Miss Kittle Sherman came over from over to the Onlted States Is
In
dyspepsia.
Is
digestion
In
the
He
December.
and
It
the
Prescott
prevent
biliousness, torpid liver and
Mineral Fark to attend the funeral of
custody of the sheriff here.
wonderful reconstructive tonic that Is
lever. B. H. Briggs & Co. and J. H. Mrs. M. V. Hinkle.
E. J. Smith, of Flagstaff, and Hi making so many sick people well and 0 THE COLORADO TELEPHONE Q
O'Rielly & Co.
Hon. A. J. Doran Is spoken of as a
,
have purchased weak people strong by conveying to 3
o
f.ND TELEGRAPH CO.
legislative candidate from this county. Smith, of
J. T. Egger and their bodies all of the nourishment In
of
livery
business
the
FLAGSTAFF.
He la one of the brightest men that
YnceynoocxyC)CXXXXXX0000&
took possession yesterday. The new the food they eat. Rev. J. H. Holladay,
could be sent to legislative halls.
well
in this part of of Holladay, Miss., writes: Kodal has I
From the Sun.
The forces o? men in the Gold Road parties arehaving Known here
for many cured me. I consider it the best rem
lived
Arizona,
augmentconstantly
Forest Supervisor Breen returned country Is being
qualified
to handle edy I ever used for dyspepsia and
years
well
are
and
from a tour of inspection of the Grand ed. Within a week or two the weather
undertaken. J. stomach troubles. 1 was given up by
Canyon forest reserve.
will be quite cool and men ca"u be the business they have
who has run the business for physicians.
Kodal saved my life.
Eugene, the little son of Mr. and worked out of doors without discom- T. Egger,years,
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
several
retires with the best Take it after meals. B. II. Briggs &
Mrs. J. Li. Treat, fell down stairs, the fort.
county. We Co. and J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
Harry Rhodes and Clarence Butler, wishes of everyone in the will move
fall breaking his collarlone.
that Mr. Egger
J. J. MeMurtrey returned from atrip who have been in the south part of the understand
Subscribe for The Citizen.
his family to Watrous, N. M
to the Verde valley, vrtiere he pur territory for some months past, are with
will go Into the stock
where
he
intenagain in Kingman. It is their
chased a herd of 3co Angora goats.
FLOUR AND BKaN IN CARLOAD
Miss Bertha Beecher, who has been tion to go on an extended prospecting
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
Visiting friends here, left for Williams trip to the river range of mountains in
For a bad taste In the mouth take
New Mexico
Albuaueraue.
near
future.
to take a position as teacher in the the
Stomach and Liver TabChamberlain's
in
were
held
Republican primaries
public schools of that place.
lets. For sale by all druggists.
M. J. Kennedy left for Fort Apache all the towns and mining camps of
o
where he has a contract for building the coffnty. In Kingman there was a
WINSLOW.
MELINI & EAKIN
regular
polled
good
ticket
vote
the
an Indian school. It will take about
and
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG.C.6
three months to coiuplets his contract. went through without opposition. From the Mail.
C. H. McClure returned from a pros- Judge J. R. Russell,' R. H. Blakely,
Frank Burgett and Roxio Fee left
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
We handle everything In our Una
pecting trip in California and Nevada John Hamilton, L. J. l.assell and J. E. for Los Angeles.
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
iDiBtillers Agents
guest
of
to
a
delegates
Dngan
was
selected
Miss Sarah
this week. Mr. McClure thinks he has Perry were the
Taylor & Wlliia i
Sneclal
distributors
We
Specialty.
a
Saddle Horses
a good thing in a placer proposition represent this precinct at the conven- Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Stewart this
LouUvllle, Kentucky
bonrd horse andhave first class rigs
which he found. His specimens cer- tion on the 25th.
week.
111 a. First St, Albuquerque. N. II
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
tainly were not found in malpal.
A tri weekly stage line has been put
Mrs. Seeger and daughter, Rose, are for hire.
coast.
Boundary
on
C. A. Greenlaw and wife were in on between Needles and the
the
spending tlndr vacation
Cone camps. The fare is $2.50 for the
from Greenlaw mill. Mr. Greenlaw
Mr. and Mrs. Burr Williams left for
heavy rains in that vicinity. A trip. The distance from the rivcr to a mouth's visit in Kansas City.
rain on Friday last washed out all the tile ramp is said to be sixteen miles.
Miss Ausmus has arrived from Cher 8
bridges ar.d a half mile of track. The Needles is just now advertising the okee, Kan., and will teach in the pub
advantage of that little city as the lic school this year.
rain, however, filled their reservoir.
Howard Marine ha3 been appointed gateway to the Boundary Cone and
Beit I. Kehberg left for a month's
by Governor Brodle to the position of Gold Road temps. Kingman is as vacation to be spent in St. Joe, Mo.
His
V. I). Brittcm is home again.
guard at the Yuma territorial prison, usual, sucking her thumb and waiting
Mr. for something to turn up that the peo- vac ation was Epent in Los Angeles and
and he lias assumed his duties.
other coast resorts.
Marine tan be relied upon to perform ple can get without hustling for it.
Mrs. M. W. HinkTe. who had been ill
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Dozier have gone
his duty and will make an excellent
8
official.
in Kingman for several months, died to Somerset, Ky., which will probably
Supervisors J. C. I'm lan and George last Tuesday morning. She was aged lie their home in the future.
W. H. Burbago left for Tucson, where
Babbitt left to hisj.eit the work re- about SD years, thirty years of which
cently done on the Oak creek canyon were spent In this county. She was a he was one of Navajo county's repreREGULAR DEGREE COURSES OF STUDY:
road. The road was completed last good hearted, kindly woman and all sentatives at the democratic terrihome
torial convention. He returned
week uiul the Yi rue valley ranc hers
I.
AN "EXPANSIVE" GIRL.
Thursday night.
have a muc U shoiter loute to Flag-Btafare
II.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wolff
Not Necessarily an Expensive One
home from a very pleasant vacation
J. A. Iiurkhy ar.d It. v. McNamara
III.
A little Kansas girl is called an "ex spent in California. Mrs. Wolff's sisThey
left for l'hoenix and
travel by vaou and ko by way of the pansionist" because her clothes re ter. Mrs. Shipley, returned with them,
Special Courses are offered in Assaying, Chemistry and Surveying.
Verde valley. Father McNamara will quire "letting out" so often. She lives and alter a short stay in Winslow resince recovering turned to her home in Kansas City.
spend some time in Tucson, going mostly on Grape-NutA Preparatory Course is maintained for the benefit of those who
primaries last
At the republican
from there to Al!.ii!ii r.ine. where, he from a sick spell caused by too much
net had the necessary advantanes before coming to the School of
bav
Saturday the following were elected
has been appointed chaplain at St. greasy food.
Mines.
Joseph's sanitarium. Iinrlng Ids stay
Almost all ailments of children (and delegate to the county convention
here Father McNairara made many grown lolks as well) are traceable to which convened at Holbrook to name
TUITION $5.00 for the preparatory course; $10.00 for the techwarm friends, who will regret his de- the wrong kind of food, and the surest delegates to attend the republican ternical course.
c ure is to quit the old sort, the greasy,
ritorial convention In Phoenix: W. G.
parture.
On Friday of last week, while Mrs. pasty, undercooked or overdone things Heir, F. W. Nelson, J. X. Wood, I. E.
THERE IS A GREAT DEMAND AT COOD SALARIES FOR YOUNG
Hanks. T. F. Moran, William Houx,
J. liackman was canning peaches, one that ruin the stomach and bowels.
.
Fliekinger,
r
MEN WITH A TCHNICAL KNOWLEDGE OF MINING.
on
F.
J.
Ensign,
the
F.
W. A.
of the cans exploded, and the contents
Put the children and adults
Mahonev and W. C. Thomas. Of this
struck her in the face, severely burn perfectly cooked food Grape Nuts.
ing her. For a time it was thought
It is digested by the weakest stom- number Messrs. Mahoney, Wood, Houx
For Particulars Address
might
lose
eyesight,
Has the delicate sweet flavor of Nelson, Fliekinger, Moran and Hanks
fortuach.
her
but
the
t
pres8
be
to
quickly
No.
on
surely
and
left for Holbrook
nately, ulthough badly burned, her eyes the grape sugar and
CHARLES R. KEYES, Ph. D.. Director.
ent at the convention.
were not injured permanently.
The rebuilds the body, brain and nerves.
re- yard
have
and
school
house
The
reason.
explosion
a
cause of the
was due to the
There's
WILLIAMS.

J.

quarter million
satisfied customers

Ovei a

(ESTABLISHED 1880.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

,..

Leland-Mltchel-

one-hal-

Leland-Mitchel-

Direct from our distillery to YOU

rarera
die
Sam

PURE

l

FULL $1.00
QUARTS J

M. flOORE

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING. PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

EXPRESS

AND

PREPAID

MANAGER OF

E

JAIbuqucrque

AR-OL-

1

Abstract Company

Next Door to Fire t National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

000w0
...Bachechi & Giomi...

OOOSOSOSOSOSOOOSOOO&

1

--

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies

h

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST.
BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.
3

BACHECHI

GIOMI

&

12-1-

107 and 109 S.

Snow-flake-

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

CC0400C

n

Service

First Street,

OXXSO&ttO&O

B.
8

RUPPE,

f
'

8

I

PRESCRIPTIONS

8
8

1

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

1
I

Railroad Avert u and Second Street.

X

Mausard's Mills,

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

...

Silver
Avenue
Stable

Mills
BelenANDRoller
ELEVATOR
".ftri
r--

ii

tDGoeoooocoeccco

re-loi-

THE NEW MEXICO

SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO

FALL SESSION BEGINS SEPTEMBER

CHEMISTY AND METALLURY

f.

MINING

engineering;!

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Tin-sun- .

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to
ViLian, im. m.
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

IT. PLIVEER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching

s

oeocooocooccccooooo

501

North

Flr- -t

Albuqueroue New Mexle.

Street

Toti & Gradi

Flour, Feed, Provlsiona, May
and Oraln.
Imported French and Italian
Goods.

DSALERS IN

GROCERIES AND
Telephone 147.

LIOCORS.

Free dellfery to

Sole agent for San Antonio Lima.

tl 1 parts

of the city
US , IIS, Hi North Third

Strut
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f IVedlroad Topics
Engine No. 42f! has been equipped
with an electric headlight.
The Rock Island will lie running
trains into St. Paul over Its own tracks
October 1.
Charles S. Doherty, of Pueblo, went
to work In the local Santa Fe Pacific
shops yesterday.
I. B. Leash, traveling representative
for the Grlffln Car Wheels works of
Denver, spent yesterday In the city.
A. C. Russell, formerly employed In
the Wlnslow shops, is now working in
Los Angeles for the Southern Pacific.
Dr. H. A. Armstrong, formerly Santa
Fe surgeon at Las Vegas, N. M., is
down with typhoid fever at Pueblo,
Colo.

Engine No. 485, which has been in

the Wlnslow shops for the last month,

is repaired and again ready for work
on the road.
Conductor W. A. Osgood has returned to his run on the Santa Fe Pacific from a visit with his family in
Los Angeles.
President Ripley, of the Santa Fe
Bays that his road is not to use the
Iowa & St. Louis road, now building,
into St. Louis.
Miss Hazel Bell, daughter of Brake-ma- n
Arch Bell, of Las Vegas, Is a patient sufferer trom appendicitis and inflammation of the bowels.
Joseph Bay, formerly employed in
the local Santa Fe Pacific machine
shops, has gone to San Bernardino to
accept a similar position.
Four additional engine pits are being constructed by the Rock Island at
its Alamogordo round "house.
This
will make its total size sixteen stalls.
H. M. Powell, of Kansas City, Mo., is
vi8itins with his uncle, General Storekeeper N. M. Rice. Mr. Powell is thinking seriously of locating In Albuquerque.
The earnings of the Colorado &
Southern for August were $492,500,
compared with $471,114 for the same
month last year and $404,986 for August, 1900.
Guadalupe Campos and Madalino
Baca have returned to Las Vegas from
Rocky Ford and La Junta. Colo., where
they had been employed by the Santa
Fe company.
The strike of helpers in the machine
shops of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
at Denison, involving about 250 persons, has been settled. The men returned to work yesterday. A portion
of their demands was granted.
Brakeman Loveitt fell off the roof of
the baggage car on No. 1 Tuesday
night while chasing hoboes off the
train, and sustained some slight
bruises about the head. The accident
occurred at a point near Gallup.
Those who attended the funeral of
the late R. J. Duncan,
of
Yuma, and division trainmaster at
Yuma, say that it was the largest ever
Been in that city, nearly all the vehicles for miles around being pressed
into service.
A. B. Johnson, of Philadelphia, in
the employment of the Baldwin locomotive works, passed througth here
for Mexico, in the Santa Fe private car
220. He was accompanied
by Mrs.
Johnson and children. Mrs. Johnson
is an aunt of W. H. Kelly, of Las
'
Vegas, who had not seen her for sixteen years.
The passenger agents on the Santa
Fe railway are inclined to take issue
with the agents of the Rock Island
system on the claim that the new Rock
Island will create a new record for
short time between Los Angeles and
Chicago. They say that the Santa Fe
limited will be able to distance the
Rock Island trains anywhere along the
line. The Santa Fe company has ar- -

A Wife Says:
"We have four children, With the first
three I suffered almost unbearable pains from
12 to 14 hours, and had to be placed under
the influence of chloroform, I used three
bottles of Mother's Friend before our last
child came, which
is a strong, fat and
healthy boy, doing
my housework up
lo within two hours
of birth, and suf
fered but a few hard (
mentis the
remedy
made."

est

grand- -

everV

Mothers
Friend

f

VC

A.

ranged a new schedule for the limited
which materially reduces the running
time between Chicago and .Los Angeles. This new schedule went into
effect Monday.
George Durand Is in charge of the
local railway blacksmith shop during
the temporary vacancy resulting from
the promotion of George Fraser to the
foremanship of the department In

To-pek- a.

The roadbed of the St. Louis, Kansas City & Colorado line Is completed
to Versailles, 177 miles from St. Louis,
and trains are running to the Gasconade. The whole line to Kansas City
will be completed by September 1 next
year.
It Is understood that the present system of using time cards in the shops
mcy be discontinued. Instead of the
length of time which a Job demands
being placed on the card it will be entered in a book kept at the office of
each foreman.
In the northwest the railroads are
experiencing a shortage of cars which
may hamper them considerably in
their future handling of traffic, that of
stock in particular. The cattle movement which already has commenced is
largely responsible for this.
The Choctaw Railroad company has
commenced the survey of a line from
Rush, Okla., to Fair View, an important connection in western Oklahoma.
This line was included In the original
charter, and it is reported that the
construction will commence soon.
During the fruit shipping season
just closed the Illinois Central handled
the following business Into Chicago
from the southern states 1,192 car
loads of watermelons against 1,029 last
year; 152 car loads of cantaloupes,
against 75 last year, and 168 car loads
of pineapples against 80 last year.
George Fraser, the new foreman of
the Topeka railway blacksmith shop,
arrived in time to assume his duties
Monday morning. Judging from the
comments concerning him about the
shops he has all the men for his
friends to start with, and his past
record gives reason to believe that he
will lose none of them.
"The action of the Travelers' Protective association convention at Portland, Ore., in indorsing the decided
stand taken by the chairman of its
against ticket
railway committee
scalpers Is being discussed by the
passenger agents of the country. The
alliance of the Travelers' Protective
association with the railroads is regarded as making a strong combination against the scalpers.
The Topeka Journal says: Nearly
all the through trains on the Santa Fe
have been reported late wuuin the last
few days. The rains which have fallen
over this part of the system have soaked in so thoroughly that they have
rendered the track in a soft condition.
Engineers have been Instructed explicitly not to exceed under any circumstances the schedule as laid down in
the time card. This applies principally
to the operation of trains when they
are behind time and is a preventive
against possible accident which might
occur from running over "slow" track
at a high speed.
The Kingmar. Miner says: The preliminary survey of the Congress &
Franconia railroad has been made and
now the work of cross sectioning is in
progress. The road will run across the
sink of Date creek, striking the Sandy
somewhere near its confluence with
the Santa Maria, thence through the
hrea"k in the Wallapai mountains along
Bill Williams Fork. Some grading has
already been done at Congress, presumably to hold the right of way.
There is now no doubt that the road
will be built and that within a year.
Dr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew, Mich.,
says, "I have used Foley's Honey and
in three very severe cases of pneumonia with good results In every case."
Refuse subtitutes. Sold by Alvarado
Pharmacy.

ICE."
o
Business With Mexico.
The treasury department of Mexico
has just issued some lnteresfing statistics of the railway traffic between
Mexico and the United States for the
three fiscal years ending on June 3i,
1901, exclusive
of passenger traffic.
This official report shows that during
the fiscal year 1900-0the nuruher of
cars that entered Mexico from the
United States was 3S.t;29, carrying
535,540 tons of freight. The number
of cars that entered the United States
from Mexico during the same period
was I'ii.SCS. carrying l."J3.7-- 0
tons ol
freight. The total movement both
ways for that year was r.8.!Ui7 cars,
carrying 759.2ii'i tors of freight, upon
which duties to the ar.iuunt of 5'I.5S7.-4"was paid.
the
"DIAMOND

It

will do for every woman what it did for
Minnesota mother who writes the above let"I had kidney trcui":e for years,"
ter. Not to use it during pregnancy u a
Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shel-tun- ,
writes
mistake to be paid for in pain and suffering.
Wash.,
"and the doctors could not
Mother's Friend equips the patient with a
help me. I tried Foley's Kidney Cure,
strong body and clear intellect, which in
and tho very first dose gave me relief
turn are imparted to the child. It relaxes
and I am cured. 1 cannot say too much
the muscles and allows them to expand. It for Foley's Kidney Cure." Sold
by
relieves morning sickness and nervousness. Alvarado Pharmacy.
It puts all the organs concerned in perfect
DEMING.
condition for the final hour, so that the actual
labor is short and practically painless. Danger of rising or hard breasts is altoge'her From the Herald.
The new colored windows of the
avoided, and recovery is merely a matter ol
Episcopal church have been put In.
a few days.
The Methodist supper at the opera
Druggists tell Mother's Friend for $1 a bottle.
house Thursday evening cleared alout
Tbe BradfielJ Regulator Co., Atlanta, da.
Bead, (or our (
,
illustrated book.
Hon. N. A. Bolicb and wife returned

$.

home Thursday from their old Mexico
trip.
Married, by Rev. Ray, Tuesday last.
Richard Allen Flood and Miss auelma
Cambell. both of Deming.
Will Clifford, a nephew of W. J. Clifford, is working on the new Nordhaus
building. He halls from Albuquerque.
The Galvin building, opposite
store, lias been rented for
school purposes, until the addition
now being built to the school house Is
finished.
Nine or ten husky, yelling cowboys
are expected here daily with a herd
of 1,000 Las Animas Land & Cattle
company's cattle for shipment to Cali
fornia.
Owing to the crowded condition of
the Deming school building, an addition of two rooms is being constructed
to the building. Rosen & Leopold
have the cotnract.
As predicted in this paper last week
the Southern Pacific and Bisbee railroads are friends again. The Southern
Pacific has put back the famous Bisbee
switch it tore up last spring and will
again do Bisbee switching at this
point.
A sad accident happened at Wamel's
ranch, near VIctorlo, Sunday afternoon. Young Henry Faust sprang on
to a horse to go to' Hachita for mall.
The horse ran away with him and becoming entangled in a wire gate, fell
upon him. Young Faust was internally injured and rndered unconscious.
Dr. McLeilan was called and brought
the boy to his mother's residence in
this city Monday, where he died in the
evening.

New Mexico Territorial Fair

's

Dyspepsia
AMD

From the Republican.
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Richards returned last Saturday from a trip to White
Oak 8.

Miss Edith Davis returned Monday
from a visit to her old home at Topeka. Kan.
Judge Frank W. Parker, District Attorney Llewellyn. District Court Clerk
Mitchell, H. B. Holt, official stenographer, and Eugene Van Patten, interpreter, left Sunday for Silver City,
where the fall term of the district
court convened last Monday.
The stockholders
of the Galena
Mountain Mining company held their
annual meeting in the law office of
E. A. Chaffee on Tuesday and the following officers were elected:
E. A.
Chaffee, president; W. J. McGinnis,
vice president and secretary; and W.
B. Murphy, treasurer; G. A. Bennett,
general manager.

w

Liver
Disease
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Medical
Discovery.

all

dru.T.r;ii-ts-

Flagstaff Normal.
The Northern Arizona Nnriual opened Tuesday for the 19'ij1 here were a large number of visitors
at the opening, and addresses were
maiie to the students by Uev. J. 11.
Henry, Rev. Geo. Logic, A. A. Dutton
and J. I', liiim, of Fl.r- -' ,iatT and John
V. T. Smith of l'ho p:x. The school had
at the opening an attendance of forty-onyear.
an increase of t n over
The addition of a laboratory this term
will lie of great advantage to the students and the p.chool. A number of
students are expected to enter during
the month. The success of the North-tiNormal is gratifying to the peonle
of Arizona, and especially to the citi-- '
zeus of Coconino county. FlagbtafI
Sun.
e

st

Open to the
World

MONTEZUMA
(Spectacular Effect)

Tournament

Indian Dances on Street

Horse

Grand Military Display

king

Certain Cure for Dysentery and
Diarrhoea.
" Some years ago 1 was one of a
party that intended making a long
bicycle trip," says F. L. Taylor, of New
Albany, Bradford County, Pa. "I was
taken suddenly with diarrhoea, and
was about to give up the trip, when
editor Ward, of tho Laceyville Messen
ger, suggested that I take a dose of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dia
rrhoea Remedy. I purchased a bottle
and took two doses, one before starting
and one on the route. I made the
trip successfully, and never felt any
ill effect. Again last summer I was
almost completely run down with an
attack of dysentery. I bought a bottle
of this same remedy, and this time
one dose cured me." For sale by all
druggists.

Mineral, Cereal and
Educational Exhibits
President Roosevelt Has Signified
His Intention to be Present
J. H. O'RIELLY, P. F.

A

PRIVILEGES FOR SALE.

.

Ball

Henry P. Hollia Named for Governor-Str- ong
Resolutions.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 10. The democratic state convention adopted a platform which demands Immediate abolition of all tariffs upon trust made ar
ticles, and most stringent enforce
ment of all existing laws against
trusts; the passing of new laws to sup
plement existing statutes of this na
ture, opposes all subsidies to shipping
or other special interests, demands
Immediate declaration of the purpose
of tho United States to give the Philippines entire independence and calls
for immediate and substantial reduc
tion in tariff on Cuban Imports, by reciprocity, treaty or otherwise.
Harry P. Hollis, of Concord, was
nominated for governor.

Communication.

Iiag-nell-

Base

Cowboy

NEW HAMPSHIRE DEMOCRATS

Mexico."

Cough Remedy. I suffered for three
years with the bronchitis and could
not sleep at nights. I tried several
doctors and various patent medicines,
but could get nothing to give rue any
relief until mv wife got a bottle of this
aluable medicine, which has complete.
ly relieved me. W. S. Brockman,
Mo.
This remedy is for sale by

COMING OF

"t rai mil, nervous- end ditty, with a.
fainting teuMtlon when walking. " write.
01 oamuei, Sullivan
leaae cniiurms.
Co.. Twin. "Could not walk nnr ritgtnnrv
alwaya frit bad alter eating; fell ai though
aomrthina- - was aticking in mv throat a I
wava uneasineaa in atomacn. Doctored
but they did not
with three physician
f grew wont and naed
relieve me.
eTerything; I conld think of; waa nearly
ready to give up and then aome one told
me that IJr. Pierce'a medicine waa good,
o I began tnking hia 'Golden Medical
Discovery.' I have taken aeven bottlea of
mat now ana am aa atom aaever, and enjoying health aa much aa ever lie lore. I
worked all summer aud thia winter aa
much as enyone. My raw waa liver
and nefvoua dyapepaia of which your
medicine haa cured me. In September
1898 my weight waa abo-i- t
pounds, now
it la 195. Please accept my sincere tbanka."

out-doo-

A

AT

OCT. 14, IB, 16, 17, 18,

Golden

From the Progress.
There is plenty of room for a'plciv.i
factory in the Mesilla valley.
Las Cruces, for its size. Is the best
shipping point on the Santa Fe this
side of the Mississippi.
Jose R. Lucero, sheriff, was appointed this week to the regency of the Agricultural college by Governor Otero.
The Las Cruces Amalgamated association of Ping Pongcrs have some exciting games at thlr club rooms.
Judge A. B. Fall came up from El
Paso Thursday night and Friday
morning left for Gold Camp, accompanied by two expert prospectors.
E. K. Sykes, of Loma Parda, a prominent rancher and cattleman, has been
visiting Las Cruces this week. His
wife gave birth on the 3d to a bouncing
boy, weighing eleven pounds.
His
Surrendering to Revoluionista.
family will remain in town for a few
Washington, Sept. 10. The navy de
days.
partment is In receipt of the following.
dated Panama, today from Commander
From the Citizen.
Potter of the United States steamship
The Rouault canning factory started Ranger:
up on chui and tomatoes with a force
"Two thousand men surrendered to
girls.
of twenty-fou- r
revolutionists
at Agua Dulee, Colora
Some of our citizens are kicking be- bia. Revolutionists reported advanccause of the dangerous condition of ing near Panama, Colombia."
some of our bridges and threaten to
sue the county if they are not repaired.
Used for Pheumonla.
Miss Edith Davis, teacher of English Water Cure for Chronic Constipation
at the college, after spending her vaTake two cups of hot water half an
cation in Topeka, Kan., returned the hour before each meal and just before
fore part of the week to resume her going to bed, also a drink of water, hot
duties.
or cold, about two hours after each
from El Paso meal. Take lots of
Sister Eulalia rot,
r
exercise
last Sunday night u'ith fourteen young walk, ride, drive. Make a regular
girls, all of whom entered as pupils at habit of this and in many cases
the academy. When asked what were chronic constipation
may be cured
the prospects for a good school, Sister without the us of any medicine. When
replied: "We will have as many, per- a purgative is required take something
haps more, than we can accommodate. mild and gentle like Chamberlain's
We have received many applications Stomach
and Liver Tablets. For sale
from Texas, Arizona, Mexico and New by all druggists.
Mr. Editor Allow me to speak a
few words In favor of Chamberlain's

W

ALBUQUERQUE,

OURCO

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the diseased kidneys sound so they will
eliminate the poisons from the blood.
Sold by Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
LAS CRUCES.

Annual

Twenty-Seco- nd

Twenty-secon-

d

New Mexico

Territorial

Fair, Albuquerque, N. M., Oct.
Peanuts, popcorn, hot candy, orange
cider, lunch stand, bar, cushions, bicycle rack, souvenirs, canes, rubber
balls, balloons, toy novelties, doll ruck,
cane rack, knife board, shuffle board
piograru and score card, poll selling
and bookmaking, soft drinks, except
orange cider.
All privileges exclusive.
Sixteen
hours a day with the crowd. Bids to
lie sealed and in my otlice by Septem
ber 15. If bid is accepted, a depobit of
25 per cent by return mail Is required.
The Fair association r ; erven the right
to reject any and all
Everybody
year made big
that was here lai-money.
P. F. MeCANNA. Secretary.
14-1-

t

Antique Mail Methods.
Only a few years ago, but long
enough to lie anterior to railways and
telegraphs on the great plains, the inauguration of the ' i'o:iy Express" was
justly regarded as a di monstration of
wonderful enterprise on the part of Its
proprietors and foolhardy temirity by
the riders. It is well for the young
men and boys of today to see how the
mail was carried and exchanged by the
express rider, as the methods are

PRESIDENT

MeCanna,
SECRTARY

Curtains! vurtainall Curtains!!!
shown in the arena of Buffalo BIH'b
We are mowing up to date lace cur
Wild West, by one who used to do
In Brussels net, Irish point, Arathat hazardous work. One thing not tains
net, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
bian
savages
1b
bloodthirsty
how the
shown
muslin.
Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
scalp
used to, now and then, waylay,
ovnue.
o
and assassinate an express rider. Buf
a
Cash paid for household goods.
falo Bill will exhibit here on October 3
& Co., 117 West Gold avenue.
Notice.
The Rico CaT a serves the best meals
MONUMENTS.
in the city at IS and 26 cents. Short
All kinds of stone and sable work.
orders, 6 cents up, 111 North First Prices
moderate. Shop and yard cor
street.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
o
H. Q. MAURINO.
Johnston's 8taqe Line.
Will leave every Tuesday morning
"A penny savea is two pence clear,"
for the Jemez Hot Springs and return said our old friend, Benjamin Frankon Thursdays.
One regular trip a
week and extra trips when ordered. lin. Remember its money In your poc
Leave orders at Sturges European no- ket to come here Thursday, Friday and
te!.
Saturday three great days and theie
JAo. T. JOHNSTON.
is no use arguing about it. We would
New dress goods at Tbe Economist sooner g've goods away than pack
as follows: New waistings, plain and them away. Lion Store.
novelty zibellnes, new snowflaked nov
o
iltles, new Scotch novelties, new man Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain
Railway.
nlsh cloth In great variety, new basket
Effective June 2nd first class passenweaves, new coronation suiting, new
will leave Alamogordo at 8
turne suitings, new broadcloth, new germ.,train
arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50
a.
plaids,
suiting,
new
new
camel hair
a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloudcrepe do chene.
l
croft at G:30 p. m., arriving at Alamogordo at 8 p. m.
Don't have your boys go around with
Passengers for these trains can take
boles in their clothing. Start them to breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
school with a new suit. A completely dinner at Cloudcroft,
A. N. BROWN,
new assortment has JuBt been received.
I. Route.
O. P. A., E. P.-Let us show them to you. Simon
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier,
National tncampment G. A. R.
o
For the above occasion tickets will
The Eastside Kindergarten will open
September 22. For information inquire be sold Albuquerque to Washington, D.
of Miss Newell, 228 North Walter C, and return for $50.75. Tickets on
sale October 1, 2, 3. Final return limit
street.
October 14, except by deposit of tickets
Subscribe fo: The Citizen.
with joint agent and payment of 50
o
Stopovers allowed Buffalo,
ber 3.
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M. Niagara Falls and points east. For
Mandeli's.
other information, call on or address
o
agent A. T. & S. F.
Delaney's celebrated Albuquerque F. L. Myers,
Chews again on the market. Don't fail
You get your money's worth when
to get a box.
you buy "Diamond Ice." Southwesto
ern Brewery & Ico Co.
Deming neenn one hundred new
bouses to supply tbe demand, and
Attend special sale of corsets and
needs them now. This demand con- accessories at Tbe Economist.
tinues to grow.
Thursday, September 4, is the da;
Copper, tin aim galvanized Iron
wh"u we start a veritable house cleanwork. Whitney company.
ing tn make room fur fall goods alo
Deming will be tne great smelter ready knocking at tho door. Lion
Inplants
Two
:euter.
will be
larne
Store.
stalled within the year.
o
Cold Storage.
Those apron ginghams we are sellHaving completed our extensive ice
ing at 5 cents per yard are tho best.
On sale at our Mill End salo. Lion plant, wo have plenty of cold storage
room and are ready for orders from
Store.
those desiring cold storage. We can
c
Have you seen that blue enamslec give any desired temperature from GO
Southwestern
steel ware at tue Albuquerque Hard- degrees to freezing.
ware company's store. It is tbe most Brewery and .ce company.
o
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
Our Boys' Department
Eeen In Aljuquerque.
Is especially prepared to fit but your
o
No ware made compares with the boy in clothing.
Many articles have
"Majestic." The full set is worth $i.5rt, just arrived, making our boys' departbut we're going to give a set free with ment tbe largest in the city. Special
every Majestic Range sold at our ex- reductions this week on suits, shoes,
hibit next week. Don't get left. Albu- bats and shirts. Simon Stern, Railquerque Hardware Co.
road Avenue Clothier.
Bor-radail-

silk-woo-

Bring your boys here as a preliminary to school starting. For you will
want them to appear neat and smartly
dressed. Our boys' department is fully
prepared to fit out the boys with
clothes that are made well and that
look well. Simon Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
F. A. Jones, t. M., C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.

j

o

Tin, gaivanized
Iron and copper"
work. Albuquerque Hardware company.
,
With a few bottles of our celebrated
"Pilsener" beer, and a nice large piece
of "Diamond Ice." In your refrigerator,
you can enjoy life these warm days.
Try it. Southwestern Brewery & lc9
Co.

.
o

,

i,;

Notice to Fruit Buyers.
,
Ladles who wish to have one jellies,
preserves or canned fruit for winter,
should not fall to order now. Peaches,
pears, plums, nectarines, apples, etc.,
from tho J. Felipe Hubbell fruit ranch,
wagons. By dropping a postal to
we will call for your orders, or
if you prefer, drive down to Pajarlto
and see the beautiful Hubbell fruit
ranch and buy your fruit from the
trees.
Pa-jarlt- o,

(Homestead Entry No. 6850.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M.. August 16. 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support or his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. S. C.
Commissioner John W. Corbett at East
View, N. M., on Sept. 27, 1902. viz.:
Juan Jose Montoya for the lots 1 and 2,
and e;i nwi sec 24, T 6 N, R 5 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jose Seberiano Sanchez! of Torreon,
N. M.; Lorenso Samora, of Torreon. N.
M.; Joso Samora, of Torreon, N. M.;
ToJosio Maldonado, of Torreon, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO. Register.
o

Special Summer Excursion.
Altiuquerque to Chicago and return,

$51.50.

Albuquprque to Kansas City and

turn.

re-

$39.00.

Albuquerque to St, Louis and return,

$10.50.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive,
Final return limit October 31, 1902.
F. L. MYERS. Agent.
Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado.
Denver, $5.15, round trip; Colorado
Springs, $22.1?, round trip; Pueblo,
round trip. Tickets on sale
June 1 to October 15, Inclusive. Final
return limit October 31. ia02.
o
Subscribe tor The Daily Citizen.
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

"SOROSIS"

SHOES FOR WOMEN
If you wear $3 50 shoes try a pair of SOROSIS." I'er-- .
haps you will find them the best $3.50 shce you ever had
on your feet. We believe you will. Are you in the habit of
payin less for your footwear? Get a pair of Porosis and
you will be convinced that you save money by buying the
shoe that is today considered tbe standard ol style, fit and
quality. All styles at the uniform price of $3. 50.

STYLE 25 ratent leather, hand tur

soles.

Kid, cloth top, hand turn soles.
STYLE 1 Vici Kid, welt sole, cain toe
STYLE 9 Vici Kid, welt sole, round toe.
STYLE 2 7 Box Calf, welt sole, buldog toe.
RTYLE

21--Vi- ci

A

PRECIOUS CONSIGNMENT.

of choice tea and coffee is right here
for you to look at, sample at home and
we're sure of this approve.. .Think
of our tea and coffee when in need of
any and they are sold at the right
prices.. .Other grades, to be sure; but
we're talking about our best, than
there In none better in Albuquerque. A
trial t4lb won't cost much anyway.

jj

J.

L. BELL & CO.

Nob. 118

and

St

123 South Second

CODOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXO

...Little Red School House Shoes...
,

THEY FIT, THEY WEAR, THEY

THESE

SATISFY.

SHOES

ARE STRONG AND SERVICEABLE AND MADE IN SHAPES THAT

FIT THE GROWING FEET AND COST NO MORE THAN MANY
BRANDS;

S

DONGOLA AND BOX

to

8, $1.25;

8'2 to

12, $1.50;

122 to

2, $1.75;

CA'--F.

COME IN AND TRY THEM ON.

GLAD TO SHOW THEM.

T. MUENSTERMAN
203

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

we carry as complete and
a stock of reliable school
shoes as you can find anywhere and
are able to supply your wants at a moment's notice. Prices as low as is consistent with good quality. Give us a
trial. C. May's Popular Priced Shoe
Store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
CITY NEWS.
New goods arriving fast; something
new daily at The Economist.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
iexlco.
Demlng has a magnificent school
Denting, the gateway to the beat system.
fart of Old Mexico.
Deming, the coming city of New
Window shades in all colors and Mexico.
Sridths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Deming water is chemically pure-eq- ual
Spatial on ladies' fancy neck ribbon,
to Polan Springs.
Wortl?35c, only 12c,&t The Economist.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Mexican dravuwork in endless
at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
No tuberculosis preservallne or colvenae.
oring in Matthews' Jersey ml tit.
In Demlng you can buy lots for f 100
Demlng is a great health resort-- has
which will pay you 100 per cent it teas
uo superior in climate for the cure
,
than twelve month.
of pulmonary troubles.
or we are
In Mexican drawn
Look into Kleinwort's market on
showing a big assortment.
Albert
North Third street. He has the nicest
Faber, SOS Railroad avenue.
.Demlng!
Have you been there? It frett a meats in the city.
not. you should get there for the big
We are sole agents for Wheeler ft
ale of lota on the 17th of this month. Wlison sewing machines. Albert FaDenung! Don't overlook it if you ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
are looking for a sale and paying inWhy buy high priced lots when you
vestment.
can get them cheap in Demlng now,
In Deming another good hotel Is with certain advance assured?
needed to accommodate the enormous
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unIncrease of population.
surpassed for fertility, production of
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
'
IVES, THE FLORI8T.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Are your loys and girls properly
We carry the largest variety of linshod for their walk to and from oleums and oil cloths in this city.
school? If not, let us remind you of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
MONEY

TJJjfUto.

On diamonds, watcoes, etc., or any
good security; also household goods
tored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WUITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.

the fact that

,
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Shoes for Boys

m

Extra durable OALP
o

.

:

,

,

U

U

SCHOOL SHOES all sizes

$1.50
Fine DRESS SHOES 'extension soles, mannish

lasts

$1.50
Youths' VICI KID fine
dress shoes

$2.25 to $3.00
These goods were selected with especial care
as to finish, fit and
dura-bility-S-

THEM.

E. L. WASHBURN

Miss Nellie Hazledlne is reported as
much Improved.
Attorney E. V. Chaves went to Santa
Fe this morning.
Santa Fe Watch Inspector Arthur
Everltt was a passenger north this
morning.
A gay party of the city's young folks
enjoyed dancing at Orchestrion hall
last night.
Miss Edith Warren, of the local Indian school, was a passenger for Santa
Fe this morning.
W. H. Constable, the El Paso commission broker, is in the city with his
samples of coffee and sugar.
Mrs. A. R. Armljo went to Pena
Ttlanca this morning for a few days
visit with frlenda and relatives.
Major Ernest Meyers, of the firm of
Meyers-Abe- l
Co., wholesale liquor dealers, was a passenger north this morning.

17 after 9 a. m. Mr. Walker,
the director, will have oflW'e hours In
tbe building Monday and Tuesday,
September 15 and 16. trnurs from 10 to
12 a. m.. and will be elal to talk music
al matters with all who may be inter
ested.
Hon. E. A. Mlera, the popular chair
man of the board of county commis
sioners, who was at Santa re attend
ing a meeting of the territorial irriga
tion commission, rtturned to the city
last night and today made a pleasant
call at The Citizen office. He will re
main over and attend the republican
county convention at tln court house
tomorrow, and In the evening leave for
Grants on the Santa Fc Pacific, where
he will take his team and drive overland to his sheen ranch In the
mountains.
"Here is an old Kcntnrkian?" said
Attorney Frank Ackerman this morn
ing, and then Introduced to The Citizen
representative C. C. Harbison. Mr.
Harbison arrived here a few days ago
from Pleasant Hill, Mo., and will make
this city his future home. His family
w'H Join him here in about three
weeks. Mr. Harbison is a member of
the well known Harbison family of
farmers and merchants of Shelbyville
r.nd Shelby county, Ky., but has been
living in Missouri, the home of the
Halls and the O'RIcllys, for the past
thirty odd years. They will make good
citizens of Albuquerque, and The Citl
zen extends to them the glad hand of
fellowship.
o

The Eagles will have a rousing meeting tonight. Several new members will
be Initiated. A large attendance is requested.
Department Commander J. W. Edwards went to Las Vegas this morning
and will be absent from the city a couple of days.
Dr. G. W. Grove, the oculist, with his
wife, will return to the city from Santa
Cruz, Cal., tomorrow night. He sends
word that his health has greatly imW. V. Wolvln. T. D. S., Dental Sur
proved.
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
S. T. Vann, director of optics and l.lock. Both 'phones.
o
Santa Fe watch Inspector, returned
For Sale.
this morning from a business trip of
millinery parlor
The most
several days' duration down at Demlng
In the territory, including stock, a hun
and Silver City.
dred yards of carpet and the neces
Hon. H. O. Bursum. who was down sary
fixtures, at a great sacrifice, if
Bouth on business, came in this mornwithin five days. Sickness cause
taken
ing and between trains was a pleasant
selling.
MRS. M. McCREIGHT.
caller at The Citizen office. He con- of
o
tinued north to Santa Fe.
spring lamb, fat young
Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Himothe piantender veal, pickled lamb
ist of the school of music, is again at tongues, fresh chipped dried beef,
home and greeting her old pupils. prime fed beef, cut the way you want
Her work is well known and promises It. Our prices are right. For satisfac
to be ever better under the new condi- tory marketing try the San Jose.
tions and surroundings.
o
TO COUNTRY MERCHANTS.
Miss Flora Hartman, an accomplished young lady of Mansfield, Ohio, arWe are prepared to nil orders on
rived last night and wnl spend the winter in the city. Miss Hartman is. a wood seat and cheap cane seat chairs,
friend of the family of John Gertig, wood and iron beds, springs, etc. Send
We will treat you
In your orders.
residing on West Coal avenue.
right. W. V. Futrelle Furniture com
C. F. Waugh, who Is now located at
pany.
Trinidad, Colo., Is in the city, and old
o
friends will make his stay pleasant.
Remember that dalnf "Majestic
He was formerly connected with lunch next week at Albuquerque Hard
Gross, Blackwell & Co., and Is now In ware Co. Everybody invited. Don't
the commission brokerage business in get left.
Trinidad.
o
RESH soft shelled crabs, received
Don't forget to hear Prof.Deschamps
alive and boiled here, price 10
at the Congregational church tonight.
The lecture is at 8 o'clock and is free. cents each;' can be had only at the San
It will treat of character reading. The Jose Market.
interesting subject of physiognomy
Strawberry Sherbet, Peach, Vanila
will be explained with chalk illustra- and Chocolate Ice Cream. Delaney s.
striking
tions of
faces.
o
Attention Eagles.
William B. Woods, familiarly known
The most important meeting In the
as "Billy" Woods, who was a resident
of Silver City about two years ago, history of the local lodge will be held
died In El Paso last week. He was at Thursday, September 11. All Eagles
the head of the Silver City base ball should attend.
club when they entered the tournaSee the modern cooking wonder
ment at the New Mexico fair In this
the Majestic Range at Albuquerque
city two years ago.
Hardware Co.. Don't get left.
Attorney Frank Ackerman closed a
Methodist church
cal yesterday afternoon, whereby he The Lead avenue
becomes the owner of a fifty foot lot Is arranging to give a very enjoyable
on West Railroad avenue, in that dis- entertainment, "Round the World," on
trict commonly known as the "honey the 18th of this month.
o
moon row." The gentleman will erect
Don't fall to see the great Majestic
neat cottage on the ground which he
Range bake biscuits in three minutes
and his family will occupy.
next week at Albuquerque Hardware
At Temple Albert regular services Co.
Don't get left.
will be held Friday evening at 7:45.
Rabbi Kaplan will deliver hiB installa
Free lunch every day from 10 o'clock
tion sermon. Subject, "Ministry of a. m. till 12 o'clock m. at Vendome
Spirituality," developing the verse of
acharlah IV: 6. "Not by might nor by
a
8 varieties
fresh flsh tomorrow.
power, but by my spirit, sayeth the
Lord." The public is cordially invit- - San Jose Market.
o-ea.
Professor Dl Mauro, Violinist.
Prof. Henri Deschamps, the learned
Teacher of violin and mandolin to
physiognomist of Paris, France, has perfection, and also furnish the best
been Invited by the Congregational orchestra music in the territory, for
church to deliver a lecture at the dancing and concerts In any kind of
church tomorrow, Thursday evening, opera music desired.
at 8 o'clock. This lecture is free to
the people and all are cordially invited
Mrs. H. E. tsneiman, dressmaker and
to enjoy a pleasant and profitable eve ladies' tailor. No. 217 South Second
ning.
street.
Those hydraulic automatic chairs at
the Oak barber shop are the latest
novelties in the city. They were pur
chased by Proprietor Hahn while In
the east, and were sent In advance of
bis coming. Foreman Sweitzer says
they are Just the thing for a lazy man
who wants to rest his legs as well as
bis head.
Special attention is called to the
work of Miss Zearlng In elementary
music at the school of music of the
university. She has met with great
success and the school commends her
to the public. In view of the crowded
condition of the public schools this
plan of music combined with primary
education is especially good for the
children.
John B. Smith and family came
down from the Jemez hot springs last
night and went to I.as Vegas this morning. Mr. Smith Is a member of the
firm of Jones &. Smith, flour millers at
I.unas. The gentlemau has been
laid up the past two weeks with a se-- !
vere case of inflammatory rheumatism.
He says that he has received much
benefit from his visit to the Jemez
hprings.
Work is progressing on the quarters
of the new school of music of the University of New Mexico in the public
library building. The school will occupy all of the building except the part
now used for library purposes, it will
be well furnished, and the university
pit aents a strong faculty for the term
commencing September 18. Students
will be received for registration Sep- -
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HATS!

HATS!

No. 216 South Second

M

Street.

Is closing out her hair dressing and
manicuring parlors.
Switches, wigs
and bangs, powders, creams and hair
tonics all will be sold at a great

M

WISEST MEN buy their new
hats early. They have the
advantage of choosing while the
line is complete.
We are showing our new Fall
Styles of Derbys, Fedoras, Crushes,
and the popular Turban shapes undoubtedly more styles than have ever
been shown here at any one time.
Knox Soft Hats and Derbys at $3.50

THE

GENTLEMEN!
Call and examine our new fall samples 2300 patterns to select from.
Our tailoring ie unexcelled. The
style, price and quality, compels
you to be our customer.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 S.
Second Street.

BLOCK'S HOTEL
ONLY FIRST CLASS HOUSE

and $5.

AT

Stetson Soft Hats and Derbys at $4
and $4.50.
Tiger Soft Hats and Derby at $3.

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
NOW OPEN FO. GUESTS.
Stage Leaves from Trimble's Stable,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
5 a. m.
J. B. BLOCK,
Proprietor.

THE

H

M

v
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UNIVERSITY

...SIMON STERN..,

OF

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NEW JEXIC0

OCOOCOOOOOOOX)COOOOOO

ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS

The School of Music offers full course
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Board and rooms at the University
Dormitory, at reasonable rates.

Fall term opens Thursday, Sept. 18,
1902, at 10:30 a. m.

E. J. POST & CO
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

For further Information, address,

W. G. TIGHT, President,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Proprietor.

HARDWARE.

New 'Phone

Old 'Phone

152

59.

STEEL RANGES

J. W. Edwards

COOK STOVES,

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

Repairs for all makes of stoves.
Order your repairs now before the
cold arrives. It helps you and helps

I Also Sell Monuments

m N. Second
E. G. Garcia & Co

Office and parlor- -

Dealers

.BASE BURNERS.

.

,5
s

In

-

iv

Copyright.ri

ua.
We buy In carloads
lowest jobbing prices.

and make

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

S. MICHAEL
Dealer
In

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
Repairing done promptly and bj
skilled workmen.
325 South Second Street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

New Mexico Normal
University
...

At Las Vegas.
A

cation.

MONEYTO LOAN

A

A.

Preparatory School for College.

An Ideal Kindergarten.
A Model
Primary and

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
209 Sooth Second

Training School for Teachers.

An Academic School for General Edu-

A Model High School.
Classes in every grade from Kindergarten to College.
A Faculty of Specialists.
Located In the Ideal Residence Town
of New Mexico.

north of vcatofflee.

For Information address

EDGAR L. HEWETT, President.
EAST LAS VEGAS,

N. M.

OOOOOCOCOCOOOOOC

JUST 50c
The Best Food Chopper Made,
Fully Gurauteed

SHOES
Rule Dry Goods Go.

Grammar

School.

n. inNnw,

street, few doors

"Queen Quality"

Colden

jj
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LADIES'

Is

HATS!

Has steelcutters and it
grinds meats, vegeta-table- s,
nuts etc. capacity
3-- 4
lbs. meat per minute.
Can be taken apart instantly for cleaning.

Whitney
7

Company

'Phones:
Aut 21S; Bell,
South First street
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